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HI! SI A II OK M W HAMPSHIRE
I OWN WARRANT
MARCH 2005
rhe polls will open from 11:00 \ \i to 7:00 P.M.
1 o the inhabitants of the I ov n of Richmond, in the c lounty ofCheshire in said state.
Qualified to vote in rown Affairs;
You arc bereb) notified to meet at the Veterans Memorial Hall in said Richmond on




1 o choose all neeessaiA 1 own Officers lor the year ensuing.
Changes Proposed by the Planning Board to the (luster Development provisions in
the Zoning Ordinance.
2. Amendment 1. Article 15 Definitions
1536 Open Spaee (Cluster Development) - Undeveloped, set aside land with
conservation easements and other deeded restrictions insuring the land will remain
permanently open and undeveloped
1537 Common Area (Cluster Development) - Any land area apart from the open space
set aside for common ownership and common facilities. Does not include residential lots.
1538 Narrow Strips (Cluster Development) - Land in the open space that is too narrow
to maintain features of "Open Space".
3. Amendment 2: Delete articles 406.1 thru 406.7 of the current ordinance and replace
with article 406.1 as amended.
Article 406.1 A cluster development shall consist of multiple dwelling units and an
amount of land equal to 3 acres per dwelling unit. It shall contain a minimum of 20 acres.
At least half of the land shall be dedicated by perpetual easement to be open space
remaining permanently undeveloped.
a. The open space shall be owned jointly by the owners of the cluster residential
housing lots.
b. No more than XA of the open space may consist of wetlands, areas with some
surface water or areas with unaltered slopes of greater than 25%.
c. The open space shall be contiguous with no long narrow strips.
d. Only passive recreational uses such as hiking, bicycling, cross country skiing,
horseback riding and picnicking are permitted in the open space.
e. Streets and driveways shall not be counted as open space.
f. The common area where residential lots shall be located shall be served by a
town approved road which shall enter from a public road (class 1 , 2, 4, and 5 or an
approved subdivision road). The right of way at the entrance shall be 150 feet wide.
g. Residential lots must have frontage on the cluster road of 1 75 feet and a setback
from the road of 75 feet. Other dimensional requirements shall be the same as those for
standard residences in article 4. If a common septic system or a common well is to be
constructed the frontage may be reduced to 50 feet when required to make the facility
feasible. Setbacks to adjacent lots may be adjusted accordingly.
h. Common land will not contain any wetlands, surface water or unaltered slopes
greater than 25%.
i. Residential lots in the cluster but fronting on the public road shall conform to all
requirements in article 4, except that driveways must enter the cluster road.
4. Amendment 3: Delete Article 406.1 thru Article 406.7 of the current ordinance and
replace with Article 406.2 as amended.
Article 406.2 The Planning Board may offer cluster developers a "Density Bonus" for
innovative open space protection. Such bonuses constitute an increased number of
residential units in the common space over the number that would be permitted under
Article 406. 1 . The total of this increase can in no case exceed the number of lots possible
by more than 25%. These bonuses shall be awarded for the following:
j. If the open space is 60% or more, a bonus up to 10%.
k If the open space is 70% or more, a bonus up to 20%.
1. Trails made available to the general public (no motorized vehicles), a bonus up
to 5%.
m. Preservation of agriculturally valuable lands may qualify for a bonus of 1 0%
up to 25% depending on the amount of valuable land available.
n. When the open space is at least 70% mature forest and any plan to cut is
approved by the Planning Board a bonus of up to 15% may be granted.
o. If the developer protects a visually desirable landscape then, at the discretion of
the Planning Board, a bonus of up to 5% may be awarded.
p. Preservation of historically significant buildings or landscapes identified by the
Planning Board may be awarded a bonus of up to 5%.
q. If the tract contains lots fronting on a public road (class 1, 2, 4 or 5 or an
approved subdivision road) that meet the requirements for a residential lot as stated in
articles 401 thru 405, that are to be preserved in the undeveloped condition then the
developer may be awarded a bonus. This bonus may be an additional building unit for
each lot so preserved up to a maximum of 4 extra building units.
5. Amendment 4
Article 406.3 The Planning Board may require an applicant to use a cluster development
design if the property to be developed possesses special features important to the Town:
a. Large contiguous tracts of unfragmented land.
b. Agricultural land with soils designated as prime or of statewide significance.
c. Rare, threatened, or endangered species or exemplary natural communities.
d. Frontage on any surface water body ten acres or greater, or on any third or
fourth order stream as shown on topographical maps.
e. A portion of an aquifer with a transmissivity in excess of 1000 sq. ft. per day.
f. Unique natural, cultural and/or historical features as identified in the current
version of the Richmond Master Plan.
.\i 7:00 P.M the following;
6 lb see ifthe I own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$5 1,925 for
I Kecutive Salaries and Expenses
ro sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,332 for Election,
stration &Vital Statistics
8. To sec ifthe I own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,000 lot Financial
Administration
9. lo see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Damages
mk\ I egal Expenses.




Io see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,850 for Local and
Regional Planning and Zoning.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5 1 ,600 for General
Government Buildings.
13. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,300 for
Cemeteries.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 for
Insurance.
15. To see if the Town will vote to create the position of Zoning Compliance Officer and
raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 to fund that position.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $96,561 for the full
operating expenses of the Police Department to include upgrading the position of Chief of Police
with a salary of $ 38,000.00 plus benefits to full time, or take any action thereon.
1 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $62,400 for the
Police Department.
1 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000 for the Police
Department Detail Salaries the amount to be offset by Police Department revenues.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for
Ambulance Service.





To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the
Rescue Squad.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,125 for
Emergency Management with 13,125 to come from VT Yankee Radiological Management
Reimbursement fund.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100 for the Health
Department.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
Meadowood County Area Fire Department.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $129,478 for
Highways and Streets with $48,761.26 to come from the Highway Block Grant.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for Street
Lighting.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $52,000 for Solid
Waste Disposal.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
Home Health Care and Community Service. (By Request)
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,375 for the
Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service. (By Request)
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,250 for The
Community Kitchen, Inc. (By Request)
3 1
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $849 for the
Southwestern Community Services, Inc. (By Request)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the
Samaritans. (By Request)
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for Direct
Assistance, with the amount to be offset by surplus.
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for
Intergovernmental Welfare, with the amount to be offset by surplus.
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,500 for the
Community Park Commission.
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 for the
Recreation Committee.
: the [own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $700 for the Beach
n se< if the rown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,580.00 for the
I ibi.
I o sec ifdie l own w ill vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000 for Interest
on rax Anticipation Notes, with the amount to be offset b) surplus.
40 I o sec if the l own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
endable General 1 und rrust t und, Established l v > l>-\ Article 56, under the provisions ofRSA
H:19-a, I ire Rescue Vehicle Replacement Fund, for the purpose of purchasing replacement
1 ire Rescue vehicles. (Recommended b) Selectmen)
41 1 o sec if the I own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to add to the
1 xpendable General Fund rrust Fund, Established 1998, .Article $8, under the provisions ofRSA
31:19-a, known a.s the Police Vehicle Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a police vehicle.
(Recommended bj Selectmen)
42. lo sec if the I own will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 to add to the
1 xpendable General Fund I rust Fund, Established 2002. Article 45, under the provisions of RSA
31 :l°-a. known as the Police Satet\ Equipment Fund, lor the purpose ofpurchasing personal
safer) equipment for the police officers. (Recommended by Selectmen)
43. lo see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 2001, Article 14, under the provisions of RSA
31 :19-a, known as the Public Safety Radio Communication Fund, for the purpose of purchasing
and or upgrading radio communication equipment. (Recommended by Selectmen)
44. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 5,000 to add to the
1 xpendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1999, Article 42, under the provisions of RSA
31:1 9-a. known as the Municipal Building Fund, for the purpose of building a new municipal
building(s). (Recommended by Selectmen)
45. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $37,443 to add to the
1 xpendable General Fund Trust. Established 1999, Article 43, under the provisions of RSA
3 1 : 19-a. known as Property Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of revaluation of all Town
property, with said amount to come from General Fund being the monies appropriated, and not
expended, by article 41. March 2003 Warrant. (Recommended by Selectmen)
46. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use
of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
47. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property.
48. To hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen and to take any
action thereon.
49. To take any action that may legally come before the meeting.
10.
MS-6
BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: RICHMOND
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2005
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below.
This is to certify that this budget was posted with the warrant on the (date) FEBRUARY 21, 2005.
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)




THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
ll.
vs I Budget - Town/City of RICHMOND FY 2005
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
Appropriation*
;\ .11 r Prior Yoar As
Ait * Approved by DRA
Actual Approprlntlons Appropriations
Fxpoiulituros Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
Prior Y*ar (recommended) (not recommended)
GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
41J04139 i rsso 56630 51925
4140-4149 i t.: : Rt$ & V<tai Statistics 3-1 -too 30535 3-1332
415t-41S1 Financial Admin ll 26150 20858 3-1000
4is: RtMfcMbon of Property
4153 . f-;i I »f«n»« g •4000 413 4000
41554154 Personnel Admimstrj' 10 ."NV0 25853 29679
4191-1193 Planning & Zoning 1
1
6300 4715 7850
4194 General Government Buildings 12 36500 21030 51600
4195 Cemeteries 13 2300 21 07 2300
4196 insurance 1-1 1O000 1 5583 20000
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc.
4199 Other General Government 15 2500
PUBLIC SAFETY XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4210-4214 ~.-' :e 17. 18 63315 54253 69400
42154219 Ambulance 19. 21 1 5000 13047 15000
4220-4229 Fire 18000 16841 19000
4240-4249 Building Inspection
4290-4298 Emergency Management 22 5350 1694 18125
4299 Other (Incl. Communications) 24 1500 1500 1500
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4301-4309 Airport Operations
HIGHWAYS & STREETS xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4311 Administration
4312 Highways & Streets 25 122478 122221 129478
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 26 1000 881 1000
4319 :• :
SANITATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4321 Administration
4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 27 54870 54870 52000
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up
4326-4329 Sewage Coll. & Disposal & Other
12.
MS-6 Budget - Town/City of RICHMOND FY 2005




Appropriations Actual Appropriations Appropriations
Warr. Prior Year As Expenditures Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
Art.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT recommended)
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331 Administration
4332 Water Services
4335-4339 Water Treatment, Conserv.S Other
ELECTRIC XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 Admin, and Generation
4353 Purchase Costs
4354 Electric Equipment Maintenance
4359 Other Electric Costs
HEALTH XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411 Administration 23 100 100 100
4414 Pest Control
4415-4419 Health Agencies & Hosp. & Other
WELFARE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4441-4442 Administration & Direct Assist. 33 2000 31 2000
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pymnts 34 3000 3000
4445-4449 Vendor Payments & Other 28,29,30,31,32 4317 3883 5224
CULTURE & RECREATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4520-4529 Parks & Recreation 35,36,37 3900 1440 7400
4550-4559 Library 38 18905 16683 19580
4583 Patriotic Purposes
4589 Other Culture & Recreation
CONSERVATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612 Admin.& Purch. of Nat. Resources
4619 Other Conservation
4631-4632 REDEVELOPMENT & HOUSING
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEBT SERVICE XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4711 Princ- Long Term Bonds & Notes
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes
4723 Int. on Tax Anticipation Notes
4790-4799 Other Debt Service 39 1000 1000
13.
Budget • To*ndt> of RICHMOND FY 2005
1 2 3 6
PURPOSt Of APPROPRIATIONS


























4*03 :'. .: i>
4909 kapTOMMtnti Oth«r Thin Bidgs
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
49 1: To Sptoal Revenue Fund
49U To Capital Projects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 40.41.42.43.44.45 48500 48500 88443
4916 To Exp Tr Fund-except S4917
4917 To Health Mamt Trust Funds
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust Funds
4919 To Agency Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 574665 514328 667936 2500
If you have a line item of appropriations from more than one warrant article, please use the space below to identify the make-up of the line
total for the ensuing year.
A c c t. = W an.
A it. =





MS-6 Budget - Town/City of RICHMOND FY 2005
'SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations: 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriation to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserv e funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the w arrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable
article.
Appropriations Actual Appropriations Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Warr. Prior Year As Expenditures Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
Acct. # (RSA 32:3,V) Art.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (recommended) (not recommended)
Police Full-Time Position 16 96,561
SUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
"INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special w arrant articles". Individual warrant articles
might be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a one time nature y ou wish to address individually.
Appropriations Actual Appropriations Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Warr. Prior Year As Expenditures Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
Acct. # (RSA 32:3,V) Art.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (recommended) (not recommended)
Police Replacement Vehicle 36 8,000 8,000
SUBTOTAL 3 RECOMMENDED XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
15.











TAXES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
SIM . j-j i'»« C**<>9* ' jvct 3000 2915 2500
1180 <r» .'f ! "licl
3185 7 .Tiber T J\c» .'AW 21410 20000
.«1S6 Pljmenl in L*u of T i»c» 1500 1500
hm Other 1 tin 4460 4399 2500
hm Mvwt & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes .Vivil 27230 15000
inventor) Penalties 4385 4409 3000
3is: • jjj.j! on 'av S U cents per cu ydl 239 o 100
LICENSES. PERMITS & FEES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3210 Business Licenses & Permits
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 172000 172143 172000
3230 BuMing Permits 650 685 650
3290 Other Licenses Permits & Fees 5400 5117 4000
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 5761 11522 5700
3352 Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 35000 37274 35000
3353 Highway Block Grant 45460 45468 48761
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Housing & Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 74 1975
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3401-3406 Income from Departments 8600 8590 6000
3409 Other Charges 20 20
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 110 110
3502 Interest on Investments 4800 5372 5000
3503-3509 Other 22 9700 10800 13125
16.
MS-6 Budget - Town/City of RICHMOND FY 2005
1 2 3
Actual Estimated
Warr. Estimated Revenues Revenues Revenues
Acct. # SOURCE OF REVENUE Art.# Prior Year Prior Year Ensuing Year
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds





3915 From Capital Reserve Funds 36 8000 8000
3916 From Trust & Agency Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3934 Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes
Amount VOTED From F/B ("Surplus") 33,34,39 6000 6000 6000
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes 65000
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 363159 373439 405836
"BUDGET SUMMARY**
Prior Year Ensuing Year
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4) 574665 667936
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 8000
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 582665 667936
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 373439 405836









1 1 . Planning & Zoning
•."leral Government Buildings
surance
15 Zoning Compliance Officer
Public Safety
16 Police Full-Time Position Request (*')
17. Police Department






24 Meadowood County Area Fire Dept.
Highways. Streets & Roads
25. Highway Department
26. Street Lighting - Blinker
Sanitation
27. Transfer Station & Hazardous Waste Collections
Outside Agencies
28 Home Health & Community Services
29. Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service
30. The Community Kitchen, Inc.
31 Southwestern Community Services, Inc.
32. The Samaritans
General Assistance
33. Direct Assistance/Welfare (*)
34. Intergovernmental Welfare (*)
Culture & Parks





39 Tax Anticipation Notes (TAN) (*)
Capitol Reserve Funds
40. Fire/Rescue Vehicle Replacement Fund
41. Police Vehicle Fund
42. Police Safety Equipment Fund
43. Public Safety Equipment Fund
44. Municipal Building Fund
45. Property Revaluation Fund (*)
* Amounts to be offset by Surplus.






































20,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00 30,045.00
15,000.00 15,000.00 10,000.00 15,814.00
1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 682.00
2,500.00 2,500.00 5,000.00
- - 15,000.00 39,771.00
10,000.00 55,477.43 37,443.00 37,443.00
561,950.00 565,805.61 670,436.40
18.
OFFICE Of R*i — | A | TOWN CLERK
RICHMOND TOWN MEETING AND ELECTION RESULTS
MARCH 9, 2004
The meeting was called to order at 7:08 P.M. The flag salute was led by Boy Scout
Troop #298. Rev. Dr. Bonnie McCarthy led the prayer.
The moderator made several announcements. He said it was his duty to run the meeting
fairly and expeditiously. He asked people who wished to speak to raise their hands and wait to be
recognized. When speaking people should address the moderator. In addition he stated that after
articles were decided they would not be reconsidered. He also said that any article could be voted
on by secret ballot and that the polls would remain open to accommodate such voting.
1
.
OFFICERS VOTED ON EARLIER:
Selectman for three (3) years, Dana Taylor - 260
Library Trustee for three (3) years, Jonathan Bloom - 260
Custodian of the Richmond 250 Cane for (1) year, C. Richard Webber -236
Moderator for one (1) year, William Watt - 241
Planning Board for three (3) years, Norma Thibodeau - 176
Planning Board for three (3) years, Peter Majoy - 126
Treasurer for three (3) years, Janel Swanson - 256
Supervisor of the Checklist for six (6) years, Alison VanBrocklin - 268
Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years, Marie Knowlton - 261
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, C. Richard Webber - 235
2. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $47,850 for Executive Salaries
and Expenses. Passed
3. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,400 for Election,
Registration &Vital Statistics. Passed
4. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $26, 1 50 for Financial
Administration. Passed
5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Damages and Legal
Expenses. Passed
6. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for Employee Benefits.
Passed
7. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,300 for Local and Regional
Planning and Zoning. Passed
19.
S rhe ["own voted to disc and appropriate the sum of $38,500 for General
Government Buildings Passed
v
> The fawn voted lo raise and appropriate the sum of $2,300 for
Cemeteries Passed
10 rhe Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of$19,000 for
Insurance Passed
1 1 Hie Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $92,837.89 for the
full operating expenses ofthe Police Department to Include upgrading the position of Chief of
Police with a salary of$ 38,000 00 plus benefits to full time, or take any action thereon. A
motion was made to table this at tide A second motion was made that 2/3-majority vote be
required to table the article Failed The motion to table Passed Article Tabled
1 2 1'he Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $63,3 1 5 for the Police
Department An amendment was made to raise and appropriate $50,600 for the Police
Department Amendment Passed by secret ballot vote: 49 no; 82 yes. Article as amended Passed
by hand vote 29 no, 79 yes
13 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for Ambulance Service.
Passed
14 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,000 for the Fire
Department Passed
15. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the Rescue Squad
Passed
16. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,350 for Emergency
Management. Passed
17. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $100 for the Health
Department. Passed
18. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department. Passed
1 9. The Town voted to raise $77,0 1 and appropriate the sum of $ 1 22,478 for Highways
and Streets. Passed
20. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for Street
Lighting Passed
20.
21. The Tuwn voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $62,800 for Solid
Waste Disposal. Passed
22. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
Home Health Care and Community Service. Passed
23. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1,386 for the Monadnock
Family & Mental Health Service. Passed
24. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 500 for The Community
Kitchen, Inc. Passed
25. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $681 for the Southwestern
Community Services, Inc. Passed
26. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Samaritans. Passed
27. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for Direct Assistance,
with the amount to be offset by surplus. Passed
28. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for Intergovernmental
Welfare, with the amount to be offset by surplus. Passed
29. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for the Community
Park Commission. An amendment was made to raise and appropriate $500 for the Community
Park Commission. Amendment failed. An amendment was made to raise and appropriate $2,500
for the Community Park Commission with $2,200 to come from surplus. Amendment Failed.
Original article Passed.
30. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $700 for the Recreation
Committee. Passed by hand vote: 20 no; 69 yes
31. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $700 for the Beach Committee.
Passed
32. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,905.00 for the
Library. Passed
33. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for Interest
on Tax Anticipation Notes, with the amount to be offset by surplus. Passed
34. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions of RSA
31:19-a, Fire/Rescue Vehicle Replacement Fund, for the purpose of purchasing replacement
Fire/Rescue vehicles. Passed
35. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1998, Article 38, under the provisions of RSA
31:1 9-a, known as the Police Vehicle Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a police vehicle. An
amendment was made to raise and appropriate $7,000 to add to the Expendable General Fund
21.
l'mst Fund, Established 1998, Article ? s, undei the provision ofRSA 3 1: 1 9-a. known as the
ce Vehicle Fund, foi the purpose of purchasing a police vehicle Amendment Failed. Original
article Passed
36 Hie l*own voted to withdraw b sum not to exceed $8,000 Prom the Expendable
General Fund l'mst Fund, Established 1998, Article I8
S
under the provisions ofRSA 3 l:19-a,
known as the Police Vehicle Fund, to replace the 1993 Chevrolet Caprice cruiser and to pm chase
and outfit l used vehicle as its replacement and to designate the Richmond Hoard of Selectmen as
the agents to expend the fund Passed
; " The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 to add to the Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund, Established 2002, Article 45, under the provisions ofRSA 31:1 9-a,
known as the Police Safety Equipment Fund, for the purpose of purchasing personal safety
equipment for the police officers and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents
to expend the fund Passed
:
B The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 to add to the Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund, Established 2001, Article 14, under the provisions of RSA 3 1 : 1 9-a,
known as the Public Safety Radio Communication Fund, for the purpose of purchasing and/or
upgrading radio communication equipment and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as
the agents to expend the fund Passed
39. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1999, Article 43, under the provisions of RSA
3 1 : 19-a, known as the Property Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of revaluation of all property
in town, and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the fund.
Passed
40. The Town voted to accept the provisions of RSA 72:28 Standard and Optional
Veterans' Tax Credit. To increase the exemption amount from $50.00 to $100.00 as provided for
in RSA 72:27 -a. Passed
4 1
.
The Town voted to accept the provisions of RSA 72:29-a Surviving Spouse Tax
Credit. To increase the exemption amount from $700.00 to $1,400 as provided for in RSA 72:27
-a. Passed
42. The Town voted to accept the provisions of RSA 72:35 Tax Credit for Service-
Connected Total Disability. To increase the exemption amount from $700 to $1,400 as provided
for in RSA 72:27 -a. Passed
43. The Town voted to make the position of 'Custodian of the Richmond 250 Cane' an
appointed position and to authorize the Selectmen to annually appoint said position. Passed by
hand vote: 34 no; 48 yes
44. The Town was asked to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use of the
Town in anticipation of taxes. An amendment was made to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money for the use of the Town in anticipation of taxes, but the Selectmen are not to borrow
money to pay the Monadnock Regional School District between April 2004 and June 2004 where
taxes anticipated in June 2004 will be sufficient to pay the Monadnock Regional School District
bills for April through June 2004 by June 2004. Amendment Failed. Original article Passed.
22.
45. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property. Passed
46. To hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen and to take any
action thereon. There were none.
47. To take any action that may legally come before the meeting. James Buzzell,
Chairman of the Supervisors of the Checklist made the following remarks, "As a Supervisor of the
Checklist during the past few years I have had the pleasure of working with Bob Van Brocklin to
insure the checklist was current and accurate. The commitment, experience and understanding
that Bob and Sylvia have provided the town of Richmond during their combined 50 years of
service is commendable. Bob is not a candidate this year. He and Sylvia have decided to pursue
their many other interests. It's a great loss for Richmond. I would thereby like to take this
opportunity to commend them for their 50 years of unselfish service to the Town of Richmond.
As a town, and many of us individually, we have benefited greatly from their generosity. Thank
you Bob and Sylvia. God bless you both."
Motion to adjourn. Passed
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Phone #: MJ.3Z. Fax#: u>3 ZV>- M232. E-Mail:.
Certificate of Appropriations
(To be Completed After Annual or Special Meeting)
This is to certify that the information contained in this form, appropriations actually voted by the
town/city meeting, was taken from official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and
belief.
Governing Body (Selectmen)
Please sign in ink.
Date: JQ Z9,Z0OH
FOR DRA USE ONLY
Jj^fWxXM^
L&d,* %&zz*
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
PENALTY: Failure to file within 20 days after each meeting at which appropriations were voted may










Department of Revenue Administration
GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
4130-4139 Executive 2 47,850
4140-4149 Election, Reg.& Vital Statistics 3 34.400
4150-4151 Financial Administration A 26,150
4152 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 5 4,000
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 6 25,000
4191-4193 Planning & Zoning 7 6.300
4194 General Government Buildings 8 38.500
4195 Cemeteries 9 2.300
4196 Insurance 10 19.000
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc.
4199 Other General Government
PUBLIC SAFETY XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4210-4214 Police 12 50,600
4215-4219 Ambulance 13. 15 15.000
4220-4229 Fire 14 18.000
4240-4249 Building Inspection
4290-4298 Emergency Management 16 5.350
4299 Other (Including Communications) 18 1.500
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER XXXXXXXXX




HIGHWAYS & STREETS XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4311 Administration
4312 Highways & Streets 19 122.478
4313 Bridges




4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 21 62.800
4325 Solid Waste Cleanup

















if > •- . •• • ,1 100
4414 .-.
4415 441* Hn» AfWt rl 1 Ho»p t Otfw> «
rtl I r ARF xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
444 1 444.' K^tntitit+or I r>»rt KmM
4444 kttOffOrfnwwnUt WMtxt Pymnli M .1 000
444* 4449 W»*o» P«)'"»"H 1 Olhf ..' .' .'4 ;• .-,. •1 111
CULTURE & RECREATION xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
45:045:9 Plftl 1 Recreation i > n m .1 <XXl
4550 -«S59 L*»jV) v 16,909
4 55.1 r j' .-'. I r . pMM
4559 CV»r< Cut\.it 4 Recreation
CONSERVATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612 Admin J Purch ol Nit Resources
4619 Mm CmwrtM
4631 463: RE0EVELOPMNT I HOUSING
465' 4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEBT SERVICE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4711 Prtnc - Long Turn Bonds & Nolet
4-:i Interest Long Term Bonds & Notes
4723 Ift on Tii Anticipation Note 33 1000
4-90-4799 Other D»M Service
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4901 l»nd
4902 Machinery, Vehicles & Equipment
4903 Buildings
4909 Improvements Other Than Bldgs
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 34 35 3.* 38 39 40.500
4916 To Eip Tr.Fund-eicept S4917
4917 To Health MalnL Trust Funds
4918 To Noneipendable Trust Funds
4919 To Agency Funds
TOTAL VOTED APPROPRIATIONS 561,950
26.
NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORMMS-1 FOR 2004
Community Services Division, Municipal Finance Bureau
PO Box 487, Concord. NH 03302-0487 Phone (603) 271-2687
E-mail: nduffy@rev state, nh. us
Original Date:
Copy
(check box if copy)
Revision Date
2004
CITY/TOWN OF. RICHMOND IN. CHESHIRE .COUNTY
CERTIFICATION
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.
RSA 21-J:34








Check one: Governing [><] Assessors I I
Body
Due Date: September 1, 2004
Complete the above required certification by inserting the name of the city/town officials, the date on which the certificate is signed, and have the
majority of the members of the board of selectmen/assessing officials sign in ink (RSA 41:15 & Rev Rule 105.02).
REPORTS REQUIRED: RSA 21-J:34, as amended, provides for certification of valuations, appropriations, estimated revenues and such other
information as the Department of Revenue Administration may require upon forms prescribed for that purpose
NOTE: The values and figures provided represent the detailed values that are used in the city/town tax assessments and sworn to uphold under oath
per RSA 75.7. Please complete all applicable pages and refer to the instructions (pages 10 thru 12) provided for individual items.
THIS FORM MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE DRA NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 1s t TO AVOID LATE FILING PENALTIES. (RSA 21-J:34 & 36.)
RETURN THIS SIGNED AND COMPLETED INVENTORY FORM TO: NH Department of Revenue Administration, Community Services
Division, Municipal Finance Bureau, PO Box 487, Concord, NH 03302-0487.




FOR ORA USE ONLY
27.
• { KM V •'. •V.' : . : • WVt \ . • !i . : V : \. MINISTRAI ON
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS 1 FOB
n: Ime* UBCDEiF list a* .mp»ov*d and unxnptovcd land
(tftctude *«•!» septic & ptvmg)
BCandO LutlbutMtngs
NUMBI R
01 A< Rl a
2004
2004 ASSESSED VALUAT ION
By CITY/TOWN
. JE OF LAhO ONLY EjtfUdi- Amounl lsim >n Lints 3A. 3B I
A Curtent Um |At Qjwm Uw Wues) RSA '
.«Mfy>Xy Rest'Kton Assessment (At Cmrent Use Values) RSA 79 B
18,635 56 I 578,070
C Oaaatenary Easement RSA 79-C
Dttcreuonary Pmervetion Easement RSA 790
E RMidanbal Land (improved and Unimproved Land) 3.598.76 33,815,510
F ConmaraaVlndustnal (DO NOT Indude Public Ulihty land) 5.92 io. Mini
G To** ol Teietxe land (Sum of Unes IA. IB, tC. 10. U 22,24024 35,495,680
I 2.583,780 > 899.41
2 VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY - Exclude Amounts Listed on Lines 3A and 3B
A Residential $ 54,973,080
B Manufactured Housing as defined !n RSA 674 31 814,290
C Commercial/lndustnal (QOJIOJ Include Public Utility Buildings) 194,660
O Osoreuonary Preservation Easement RSA 79-D Numbei ol Sli $
E Total ol Taxable Buildings (Sum of lines 2A. 2B. 2C am :.\'m;\iu(i
F Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Buildings (S 2,554,680'
3 UTILITIES (see RSA 83-F:1V for complete definition)
A Utilities (Real eslate/buildings'slnjclures/machinery/dynamos/apparalus/poles/wires/fixlures of nil
kinds and descriptions/pipelines etc
)
2,655,984
B Other Utilities (Total of Section B From Utility Summary) S
« MATURE WOOD AND TIMBER (RSA 79 5) $
VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS (Total of Lines 1G, 2E, 3A. 3B and 4)
' .jure represents the gross sum of all taxable property in your municipality. $ 94,133,694
g Certain Disabled Veterans (Paraplegic and Double Amputees Owning
Specially Adapted Homesteads with VA Assistance RSA 72:36-a) Tolal " panted $
7 Improvements to Assist the Deaf RSA 72 38-b Total tt granted $
p Improvements to Assist Persons with Disabilities T , . „ . ,
RSA 72 37-a To,al * 9 ran,ed $
g School Dining/Dormitory/Kitchen Exemption RSA 72 23 IV T I I « rl
(Standard Exemption up to $150,000 for each) (See instruction #2)
9 S
10 Water/Air Pollution Control Exemptions RSA 72 12-a Total tt granted $
n MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES (Line 5 minus Lines 6. 7, 8, 9 and 10)




•2 Blind Exemption RSA 72:37
Amount granted per exemption
1
15,000$ 15,000
13 Elderly Exemption RSA 72.39-a & b Total U granted 16 $ 215,000
Total tt qranted
14 Deaf Exemption RSA 72 38-b b
Amount granted per exemption
$
S
•5 Disabled Exemption RSA 72:37-b
Total # granted




FORM NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2004
2004
16 Wood-Heating Energy Systems Exemption RSA 72:70 Total # granted $
17 Solar Energy Exemption RSA 72:62 Total # granted 8 $ 47,416
18 Wind Powered Energy Systems Exemption RSA 72:66 Total # granted
$
19 ti^"^ ,f,C!\°oi D i nin 9/Dormitory/Kitchen Exemption Total # grantedRSA 72:23 IV (Amounts in excess of S 150,000 exemption) M $
20 TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS (Sum of Lines 12-19) 5 277,416
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE FOR MUNICIPAL, COUNTY &
LOCAL EDUCATION TAX IS COMPUTED (Line 11 minus Line 20) J 93,856,278
LESS Utilities (Line 3A)
Do NOT include the value of OTHER utilities listed in Line 3B
S 2,655,984
,, NET VALUATION WITHOUT UTILITIES ON WHICH TAX RATE FOR STATE




FOR DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE USE ONLY
Equalization Bureau changes only (ie. utilities, etc.)




N: .. •->•. : . : •'••>> V: V ,' Kt \ : V : M'MiNlSl KM ON
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS 1 FOR 2004
2004
UTILIT> SUVMAR> : VS. OIL. PIPELINE. WAT ER & SEWER RSA 83-1
Lai by nOr*amt companyAegal analy tha waiuabon erf opr i ha production distribution and transmission of alactriclt) gas
a patngamm products, incu OHO id on Iho Instruction Sheets (See instruction dm
SK'l:,",* L 1ST t f >- tk- a>«l'*MfS T.l M H VINil H ANTS, f TC 2004
(Altteh addWonai shaot if naedad ) I Sett Instruction «») VALUATION
Pubac Ser\ .-.Hampshire $ 2,655.984
A1 TOTAL Of ALL ELECTRIC COMPANIES LISTED IN THIS SECTION
(Sea Instruction *4 lor the names of Ihe limited number of companies) S 2,655,984




A2 TOTAL OF ALL GAS, OIL &PIPEUNE COMPANIES LISTED
(See Instruction «4 for the names of Ihe limited number of companies) s




A3 TOTAL OF ALL WATER & SEWER COMPANIES LISTED
(See Instruction 84 for the names of the limited number of companies)
s
GRAND TOTAL VALUATION OF ALL A UTILITY COMPANIES (Sum of Lines A1, A2, and A3)
This grand total of all sections must agree with the total listed on page 2, Line 3A
S 2,655,984
SECTION B: LIST OTHER UTILITY COMPANIES (Exclude telephone companies)






B TOTAL OF ALL OTHER COMPANIES LISTED IN THIS SECTION B.
(See Inslruction #5) Total must agree with total listed on Page 2. Line 3B.
$
30.
NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2004
2004




Totally and permanently disabled veterans, their spouses or
widows and the widows of veterans who died or were killed
on active duty. RSA 72:35
$ 700 minimum
$
Enter optional amount adopted
by municipality $ 1 ,400 3
s 4,200
Other war service credits. RSA 72:28 $ 50 minimum
S
Enter optional amount adopted
by municipality $ 100 60 5 6,000
TOTAL NUMBER AND AMOUNT 63 s 10,200
*lf both husband & wife qualify for the credit they count as 2.




S ASSET LIMIT: $
$




FOR CURRENT YEAR PER AGE CATEGORY
TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED AN ELDERLY EXEMPTION FOR THE
CURRENT YEAR & TOTAL AMOUNT OF EXEMPTION GRANTED
AGE # AMOUNT PER
INDIVIDUAL




65 -74 3 $ 10,000 65-74 10 $ 10,000 $ 100,000
75 - 79 s 75-79 1 $ 15,000 $ 15,000




Must Match Page 2. Line 13
INCOME LIMITS: SINGLE
MARRIED
S 13,400 ASSET LIMIT: $ 35,000
$ 20,400
31.
• l.\. NEWMAMPSHRE DEPARTMENT Of REVENUt M3MJNST1
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS 1 »'OR 7004
2004










FARMLAND $ 6i ;:o RECEMNG 20% RECREATION ADJUSTMENT 8.683.29
FOREST LAND 11 631 84 S 1 IQQ.4J0






5 308.970 TOTAL NUMBER
UffRODUCTfdE 857.27 $ ;.960 TOTAL NUMBER OF OWNERS IN CURRENT USE 206
S TOTAL NUMBER OF PARCELS IN CURRENT USE 411
18.635 56 * 1.578.070
CONSERVATION RESTRICTION ASSESSMENT REPORT -RSA 79-B
TOTAL No ACRES
RECEIVING CONS
••: S -\SSt SSVs •••
ASSESSED
VALUATION




RECEIVING 20% RECREATION ADJUSTMENT
v •• . v.- REMOVED FROM CONSERVATION RESTRICTION




WETLAND TOTAL No. OF OWNERS IN CONSERVATION RESTRICTION
'
TOTAL No OF PARCELS IN CONSERVATION RESTRICTION
DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS - RSA 79-C
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES IN
DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS
TOTAL NUMBER OF OWNERS GRANTED
DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS
DESCRIPTION OF DISCREATION EASEMENTS GRANTED











DESCRIPTION OF DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENTS GRANTED:
(i.e : Barns, Silos, etc.)
MAP & LOT - PERCENTAGE GRANTED
TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES 1 9
2 10
3 11
ASSESSED VALUATION 4 12
S UO 5 13
S B/O 6 14







NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
FORM MS-1 FOR 2004
2004
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING (TIF) DISTRICTS
RSA 162-K (See page 12 for instructions)
TIF#1 TIF#2 TIFS3 Tir#4
Date of adoption
Original assessed value $ $ 3 $
+ Unretained captured assessed value $
$ $ s
= Amounts used on Page 2 (tax rates) $ s $ s
+ Retained captured assessed value $ $ S $
Current assessed value $ $ $ s
* LIST REVENUES RECEIVED FROM
PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES
Amounts listed below should not be included in
assessed valuation column on page 2.
MUNICIPALITY LIST SOURCE(S) OF PAYMENT
In Lieu of Taxes
State and Federal Forest Land, Recreation, and/or
Flood Control Land From MS-4, acct. 3356 & 3357 $
White Mountain National Forest, Only acct. 3186 $
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186 $ 1,500 Cheshire County YMCA
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186 $
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186 $
Other from MS-4, acct. 3186 $
TOTALS of account 3186 (Exclude WMNF) I 1,500 Cheshire County YMCA
* RSA 362-A:6, which previously allowed for municipalities to enter into payment in lieu of tax agreements with small scale power facilities, was
repealed in 1997. No new or amended payment in lieu of tax agreements may be entered into since 1997.
Questions regarding these laws please consult with the DRA Utility Tax Appraiser at (603) 271-2687.
33.
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Finance Bureau




Less Shared Revenues 6,204
Add: Overlay 29,723
i\JltS 10,200
Net Town Appropriation 175,341
Special Adjustment
Approved Town/City Tax Effort
SCHOOL PORTION
Net Local School Budget (Gross Approp. - Revenue)
Regional School Apportionment 2,125,620
Less: Adequate Education Grant (686,738)
State Education Taxes (217,892)









Equalled Valuation(no utilities) x $3.33
65,433,158 217,892
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities)
91,200,294





Approved County Tax Effort
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County 172,754




19.10Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,786,307
Less: War Service Credits (10,200)
Add: Village District Commitment(s)
Total Property Tax Commitment 1,776,107
PROOF OF RATE
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax (no utilities) 91,200,294 2.39 217,892







Vctchon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Richmond, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Richmond, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2003, and have issued our report thereon dated
May 12, 2004.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Richmond, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general purpose financial statements in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Because of inherent
limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be
detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that
procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the
design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Richmond, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 2003, we obtained an understanding of the
internal control structure. With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the internal control
structure. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in
the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors and irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to
35.
the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely
period D) employees in the normal course of perforating their assigned functions. We noted no matters
involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as
defined ibOVC
This repCffl is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen.




TOWN OF RICHMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE


















Taxes receivable - net
Due from other funds
Total Assets
$ 434,958 $ 43,385 $ 5,481 $ 483,824 $ 235,260





$ 1,207,505 $ 81,482 $ 126,921 $ 1,371,832
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Due to other funds























Total Liabilities and Fund Balances
18,942 18,942
8,880 8,880 8,880
92,922 20,330 64,588 177,840 262,575
294,755 61,152 3,453 359,360 436,511
406,619 81,482 76,921 565,022 707,966
$ 1,207,505 $ 81,482 $ 126,921 $ 1,415,908 $ 1,371,832
See notes tofinancial statements
37.
i \niim k
um \ Ol KU HMONU. M \\ II tMPSHIRI
Combined Statement olRc\cnur>. 1 xpcnditwes and Changes in Fund Balances
i- d Similar I'rust Fund 1'vpes
Ended iVcembcr II, 2003
Revenues
I.IXO
I icenscs and permits
Intergovernmental revenues




Fund Tvpes Fund Types (Memonnduni i Only)
Foi the Years Ended
Spircial Expendable December 31,
General Rev five I rust 2003 2002






14,529 $ 3.047 $ 1,904 19,480 13,999











Excess of Revenues over (under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Operating transfers in
Operating transfers out
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
over (under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1
Fund Balances - December 31












(134,229) (10,386) 1,600 (143,015) 13









374,480 80,763 240,461 695,704 695,691
$ 406,619 $ 81,482 $ 64,588 $ 552,689 $ 695,704
See notes tofinancial statements
38.
EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF RICHMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund





































Excess of Revenues over
(under) Expenditures (273,788) (153,171) 120,617
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Operating transfers in
Operating transfers out









Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
over (under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balance - January 1 - budgetary basis






$ 272,587 $ 387,677 $ 115,090
See notes tofinancial statements
39.
in d
FOWNOI kk HMOND. NENI HAMPSHRl
^ined Sttienicp.! ot Revenues. 1 \pcnscs .uul CbtOgM in Fund BtkBOOS
Jed IVvcmbci >1. 1003
Openumi; Revenues
tment income
N« oper.mnc income (loss)
'.•.IIU.UN 1











$ 12,333 $ 13,178
EXHron i
iownoi RICHMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined St.itemeni ofCash I lows
ibk I rust Funds
For ihe ^ ear Ended Decembei 31, 2003
Cash Flows from Operating Activities:
Investment income
Other income
Cash paid to others









Cash Flows from Investing Activities:
Net decrease (increase) in investment securities
Net Cash Used (Provided) by Investing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and Cash Equivalents, January 1






$ 5,481 !I 5,471
Reconciliation of Net Operating Income (Loss) to
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities:
Net Operating Income (Loss)
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Operating Income (Loss)
to Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities:
Change in assets and liabilities:
Increase (decrease) in due to other funds





$ (4,929) $ 4,084















































Election, Registration & Vital Statistics
Town Clerk's Salary
Deputy Town Clerk













Town Clerk Vital Statistics
Town Clerk UCC & Fed Liens
State Dog License Fees
Municipal Agent Fee
Computers




































































































EB Town Share FICA & Medical

















PB - Conf., Dues & Associations
PB - Postage
PB - Office Expense/ Repairs
PB - Secretarial Expense
PB - Publications
PB - Master Plan
PB - Engineering Expense
PB - SW Reg. Planning Comm.
PB - Legal
PB - Copies of Forms
PB - Miscellaneous
























GG Custodial & Mowing
GG Refuse Removal
GG General Repair
Total General Gov't Buildings





































Secretarial / Civilian Support
Uniforms and Personal Equipment
PD Public Service Co. of NH




















































FD Public Ser\ NH
FD Telephone
FD Heat




























RR Rescue Squad Supplies
RR Radio & Communications
RR Res Squad Vehicle Repairs
















EM Public Service of NH
EM Telephone
EM - Heat



















HS Fuil Time Labor

















HS Sand & Gravel
HS Signs
HS Grading & Sweeping
HS Pave/Seal/Patch
HS Snow Plow & Sand
Culvert Repair & Cleaning
Bridge Maintenance
HS Equipment Incl Rental
HS Salt
Total Highway Department




















Solid Waste Disposal - Winchester
Transfer Station
Hazardous Waste Collections
























































Playground Maint. & Mowing


















1 BUDGET 2004 ACTUAL VARIANCE
200.00 184.42 15.58
500.00 - 500.00
AHl 00 184.42 515.58
Beach Commit






















Interest Long Term Note
lticipation Note Interest























TOTAL BUDGET EXPENDITURES 561,950.00 520,328.18 41,621.82
Property Revaluation/Mapping (non-lapsing fund)
Property Revaluation/Mapping
Total Property Reval/Mapping
Paid to Other Governments
County of Cheshire
Monadnock Regional School District
Total Paid to Other Governments
Tax Collector
Tax Collector - Purchase Taxes
Tax Refunds Due to Overpayment


















Selectmen's Report for the Year 2004
2004 was a year for rebuilding the systems we use at the town hall for
mapping, property value and, generating tax bills. We put the old software to rest
and started using QuickBooks accounting software to manage the Town
finances. The old system of managing taxable property ownership and value was
retired and replaced by Proval software. The re-valuation of the whole town was
completed in the fall and all the data was entered on our computer. The tax maps
were redrawn with AutoCad using arial photos, deed research and survey
information. We also began to convert the old tax collector software to
Munismart. Changing all of this at once was not easy but had to be done to make
things easier in the future as the Town grows.
We said "goodbye" to
Mim Johnson as she
moved out of town in
November. Mim was a
very dedicated board
member and we wish
her the best in her new
home. Stan
Pogorzelski was





moved out of town, and
we thank them for thier
many years of service.
Neil Moriarty retired from his position as collector, and we thank him for
running his office with integrity.
Some of the Town buildings received much needed repairs. The library
roof was reshingled and the railing replaced. Part of the roof facing south needs
some structural work before the roofing can be finished. The CD building got a
new roof also. The Vet's hall south parking lot was cleared and plans were made
to install a handicap accessible restroom and move the ramp to the side of the
building as a result of a visit from the State voting officials.
The Selectmen wish to thank all of the Town employees and citizens who
volunteer their valuable time to keep our Town departments and committees






[DWN CI BRK'S REPORT
DECEMBER 31, 2004
Revenue collected in the town Clerk's office ($isi,y)s.70) was up by over
17,000 from last year. The biggest part of the increase was due to motor vehicle
rtrations
There have been a lot of changes m motor vehicle, vital records and election
Bdures due to the computer We now have a high speed Internet cable in the Town
Clerks office for use w ith Vital Records. This service is provided and paid for by the
Bureau of Vital Records through rune Warner Cable. It means we can now create birth,
death and marriage records from online information. The Motor Vehicle Department
also continues to work towards having all town clerks online with them. Perhaps this will
happen for us m 2005. 2005 may also be the year that the computerized central database
for the checklist is completed.
All tow n clerks are now being required to undergo training sessions for the
Pn\ ac) Act. This means a little more bother for our customers as they now have to bring
in their present registrations in order to renew their vehicles. We thank people for their
understanding and patience w ith this new act.
This year w e welcomed Betty Grondin-Jose to our office and are pleased that she





TOWN CLERK 'S RECEIPTS
2004
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my report of receipts from January 1, 2004 through December 31,
2004.





































*NCE ON HAND. BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. January 1. 2004















Federal Liens & UCC



















Land Use Change 2004
Other Taxes
Deed Redemption 2004





















































Sale of Municipal Property
Rental Town Property
Miscellaneous Revenue





























NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT - General Account
Balance in NH Public Deposit, January 1, 2004
Deposits from BNH and Investment Funds
Transferred from NHPD to Investment Funds
Interest earned
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52.
Tax Collector's End of Year Report - December 30, 2004
The 2004 tax year was significant in that we collected many years of old delinquent taxes.
Richmond is starting 2005 with what should be a normal delinquency.
Ms Marsha Garone has asked me to clarify why she was listed as delinquent for property taxes in
the 2003 Town Report. The reason she was shown as delinquent is because I did not ask for the
payment from her bank - the money was available to the town had I asked for it.
Due to differences in opinion with the selectmen on how the tax office should be run - I resigned
as tax collector on December 29, 2004. It has been my pleasure to serve the residents of
Richmond since the fall of 1997.
Regards,
Neil Moriarty
NOTE: Delinquent Taxes Report not available as 2004 Second Issue bills were not issued or
due prior to printing of the Town Report.
53.
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY



















































































TOWN FOREST ROAD, OFF





















































































as of December 31 , 2004
TREASURER'S CHECKING ACCOUNT
Balance as of 12/31/03
Income
$ 16,086.18
Town Appropriation less Librarian's Salary $10,910.00
Interest on Checking Account 81.47
Total Income $10,991.47 + 10,991.47
Expenses
Archives $ 842.93









Utilities: Electricity $ 867.86
Internet Provider 283.58





Total Expense 10.348.75 -10.348.75
Balance as of 12/31/04 $16,728.90
TRUST FUNDS
Archives Trust $ 2413.19
Atkins Trust 5803.10
Bartram Consolidated Trust 12,561.50
Orcutt Trust 1147.97
RPL Building Fund 973.36
RPL General Purpose Fund 10.565.64
Total Trust Funds $33,464.76
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Woodward
Treasurer, Library Board of Trustees
55.
I IBRARY REPORT
2004 was i yeai ofgroal changes it the Richmond Public l ibrary. in the spring. Dianne
Jacobson, who had been OUI beloved librarian for over B decade, announced that she was moving
to Kentucky Evelyn Huston graciously volunteered to serve as librarian while we searched for
Dianne's replacement. R task thai was tar more difficult and took more time than the trustees had
imagined Beginning in April and continuing over the summer and into the fall, Evelyn,
5ted first by Katie Coll and then by Jessica Council, not only kept the library running
smoothly but also continued the job ot" weeding the collection begun by Dianne. They also began
.\\k\ completed the massive job of clearing out decades of accumulated "stuff." Maureen
Blackledge was able to thorough!) clean the entire library for the first time in ages, and Elaine
Monarty volunteered to redecorate the bathroom and begin painting the Atkins room. In
November when the trustees were fortunate enough to hire Wendy O'Brien, she was able to begin
work in a bright and cheerful library thanks to all their dedicated work. We, and all town
residents, should be \er\ grateful lot all their help
I lie library added 629 new volumes to the collection in 2004. along with 120 imcataloged
paperback books. 2" audio books. 50 \ ideos. and 3 DVDs. In preparation for the automation of
library ser\ ices, the fiction and juvenile easy reader collections were given close scrutiny and
main of the older and damaged volumes were removed for the annual book sale.
I he children's programming remained busy, with Elaine Moriarty presenting a monthly story
hour Evelyn Winter made the eye-catching exterior signs for the program. Elaine also
coordinated the summer reading program, "Check Out a Hero" with 23 children participating.
She continued to update the bulletin boards in the children's room monthly.
The I ibrary s fundraising also remained active. The book sale brought in $149.00. A special
"Give Away Day" was also held following the sale to help clear the remaining volumes from the
storage room. Other fundraising events included the bake sale at the Richmond Craft Fair
coordinated by Roberta Jaffe and Fred Goldberg, which raised over $100. Several private
donations were also received.
This year the library received a large bequest from the Estate of Edith Atkins, and the Trustees
\oted to use the funds towards automation of the library's services. This will include the
purchase of a new computer and software, which will allow patrons to view the library's
collection on an online catalog, as well as have a faster and easier checkout. In addition, a
computer w ith internet access will be available for public use. Data entry into the state library
system has already begun, and you can access our catalog from home at www.nhu-
pac. library .state. nh. us.
The Librarian and the Trustees wish to thank the Richmond residents for their continued support
of the library in the Town's budget. Stop by and see your dollars at work!






For the second time in the archives twenty-seven year history
there was a flood in the last days of 2003. This time water poured
in from the sudden thaw of a huge pile of snowrontthe 1 upper I level
of the library parking area. The edge of the newly asphalted area
for library parking had a ten foot pile of snow from plowing. Seventy-
three linear feet of lower shelves in the archives were saturated.
Thanks to members of the Fire Department and Serve-Pro Inc., materials
were moved to other buildings. Twenty-seven books and ledgers were
stored in a freezer (to prevent mold and rot) and are now being
dried out by Multers, a firm that deals with the drying process.
Loose documents were hand dried. New conservation materials were
purchased, documents recatalogued, shelves raised four inches, and
items replaced. Much time was required to complete this process
before visitors could once again come for research. Insurance will
pay for the professional help and volunteers aided in many hours
of work.
Archives collections were increased by additional gifts of
Richmond photographs and materials from the Edith Atkins Estate, for
which we are very grateful. Visitors and correspondents have given
gifts of photographs, funds, and materials adding to history; arid
conservation. Work will continue to conserve the collections by
subject and period. Collections are only benificial to people when
they can serve for whatever purpose, wether it be civic or familial
history.
This year our friend and most ardently dedicated assistant in
the archives, Ruth Flanders, retired and moved to Arizona. For over
ten years Ruth has spent countless hours cataloging and conserving
historical materials. Ruth's help in the conservation processes
and the creativity to make collections we receive user friendly will
forever be part of Richmond's wonderful history. A more dedicated
person does not exist. I will not only miss Ruth's tremendous work,
but a good friend. We thank her and wish her well.
As part of life, death claimed one of our staunch supporters,
Dr. Richard Martin. Dick was brought up in Richmond and never forgot
his early life here. The archives received so much from his expertise
and knowledge of a period in history which is not documented in a book.
His creative mind, care, and interest remain for us all in his writings,
photographs, and his many contributions.
Inevitable changes in 2004, including deaths of a number of our
residents, the relocation of others, and the influx of new residents
adds to our history. Time does not stand still. We grow, whether it
be old or, new, and we hope, with grace and dignity. Our collections will
also growand we hope remain part of our culture for many generations to




P-eport of Community Parfc Committee
This ^r.ir the Community Pari! Committee came a little closer to installing the
playground equipment purchased I Cw para .190 Ac. ^ou ma^ recall, there have been
dlUwill m the past regarding where to put this equipment. It could not go in the same
location as the current equipment, as this would be too close to the Fire Station and could
pose a danger should there be a firf and our Town volunteers would need to parfc in that
qeneral ITM. TVm ne>t proposed location was near the pavilion at the edge of the ball field. It
vs.js deuded that the equipment couldn't be put there either, as it could pose a danger with
being too close to the ball field and the fact that the ball field area needs to be Kept available
for in emergency helicopter landing spot
VJe do, however, finally have a good location for our new playground equipment. Our
thanks to the Library froard of Trustees for allowing us to use part of the land given to them
in bac.v. of the library. This spot is far enough awa>f from the ball field, but still close enough
to the pavilion for people to be able to Keep an e-^e on the children placing.
This area was cleared of trees in December. The budget request for 7-005 includes
monies needed to tafce out the stumps and bring in suitable fill to bring the level of the
ground up and serve as a good base for the playground equipment. Once this is done, we will
plan a time to install the new equipment. VAie hope to get several volunteers to help us in this
project! Man>( hands mafce light worfc! We will post the proposed weekend when we get closer





Conservation Comm. 2004 Annual Report
The Richmond Conservation Commission held its regularly scheduled meetings,
wetland field reviews and special work sessions.
A stream and pond siltation complaint filed by a town resident with the State of
N.H. Wetlands Bureau, was investigated by the conservation commission. Erosion from
a children's ATV and dirt bike trail resulting from heavy rains during the month of
August created the problem. The landowner of the dirt bike trail, cooperatively agreed to
install a siltation fence until the area could be stabilized, thus controlling the erosion of
the stream and pond.
In July the commission hosted a program presented by Richard Ober and Kristen
Grubbs from the Monadnock Conservancy, about the advantages of preserving open
space through conservation easements on their properties. The talk also included a
discussion about the protection of the Metacomet - Monadnock trail which runs from
Connecticut to Mt. Monadnock. Landowners interested in protecting the rural character
of Richmond and open space and its potential tax - savings opportunities, may contact
the Richmond Conservation Commission or the Monadnock Conservancy at 603-357-
0600.
With much regret, the commission accepted the resignation of its Secretary, Marie
Knowlton, effective December 31
st
, 2004. For many years Marie kept exceptional
minutes and records of our activities and was instrumental in directing our financial
assets into an MBIA account. We wish Marie the best of luck and appreciate the
contributions she made to the commission.
The conservation commission does not request town tax funding and is solely
supported by the generosity of private contributions, grant funding or monies derived
from Bennett Town Forest silvicultural practices.
Respectfully Submitted,
Norma Reppucci John Randall
Dick Drew Jeff Taylor
59.
Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your k e Warden, i ire Department, ind the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests &
the risk ofwildland tires in New Hampshire l'o help us assist you, contact your
local i e Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside
burning A mil is required tor all outside burning unless the ground is completely covered with
v i Hampshire Department of Environmental Services also prohibits the open burning of
-! to contact the local fire department or DES at 1-800-498-6868 01
nfonnation Safe open burning requites diligence and responsibility. Help
. New Hampshire's forest resources for more information contact the Division of Forests &
22 r, or online at www nhdtl.org.
: :1\ wet throughout the spring and summer months, however we finished the season
..son In ordei to meet an increased demand for services, the Forest Protection
ganized into three regions with smaller Forest Ranger Districts and over the last several
years we have added two forest Rangers The fifteen state fire towers were the first to report on many
ighout the state and lhc\ completed main other projects on the low fire danger days. The state
am called lower Quest to help citizens learn about fire towers and the need to protect
New Hampshire's forest resources. The United States celebrated Smokey Bear's 60 lh birthday in 2004, and
/.ions were held throughout the state. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department and the
5 Forest Rangers b> being fire smart and fire safe!
2004 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as ofNovember 18, 2004)






























163 (*Misc: power lines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRE
permit**! i23?-¥f9f
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RICHMOND FIRE DEPARTMENT RESCUE SQUAD
Richmond Rescue Inc.
Richmond, N.H. 03470
Another year gone! But, your Rescue Squad has been quietly and consistently
training to keep our skills sharp. With the Town's funding, we are also able to keep our
equipment up-to-date.
This year, we saw the addition of two new First Responders. If there is anyone
who would like to join the Rescue Squad, please contact any one of our members who
could give you more information. Volunteers'are always needed.
Just a little reminder, if you're reporting an emergency, dial 9-1-1 and describe
the emergency and what is being done. Give your name, phone number you are calling
from, location and the number of persons involved. DO NOT hang up, more information
may be needed.





























The Richmond Police Department has had another busy year. We have had several events this
year that have been notable. We have covered multiple motor vehicle crashes and have made several
arrests throughout the year.
A couple of the noticeable events that come to mind are a reported burglary that took place in
May at a summer cabin in town. Several subjects entered the cabin and destroyed the inside of the cabin.
Sgt. LaBelle responded to the complaint and began an investigation. His investigation lead to the arrest
and conviction of several people in connection with the incident. In May we received information that led
to a search warrant being granted on a subject growing marijuana in the center of town. Officer Derosier
and I executed the search warrant and located several illegal weapons along with marijuana. In late
August and early September, the department received 2 reports of stolen all terrain vehicles from their
yards. Officer Bosquet and I conducted investigations and subsequently the vehicles were located in two
different areas and returned to the owners. The suspects in the case were indicted by a grand jury.
These are only highlighted areas of the events handled.

















Patrol time consists of actual time officers are out in the cruiser patrolling the roads in town.
Administrative time is time officers spend writing reports, doing daily logs, writing arrest warrants, arrest
affidavits, criminal complaints, calls for service reports, follow ups, and times doing investigations.
Administrative time is also time spent by the Chief or Sergeant to complete administrative functions of
the department to include Selectmen's meetings or other meeting, budget preparations, reviewing and
approving reports, equipment maintenance and a variety of other tasks. Training time is time that officers
spend training. All officers are required to complete firearms training, defensive weapons training, or any
other training that I feel is relevant and beneficial to Richmond. Training time also includes time that
officers spend becoming certified part time officers and field training of those officers. Court time is time
spent in court for arraignments, trials, probable cause hearings, juvenile hearings, ALS hearings and
Superior Court trials. Callbacks are hours spent calling citizens back while off duty; Callouts are times
when Officers are called out to handle emergency calls while off duty. "On call" hours are times that
officers are off duty but must be available for recall. Officers are not required to take "on call" time but if
they agree to take this it is compensated by paying them 1 hour of duty time for every four hours that
they are on call. I am responsible for the majority of the "on call" time. I am only compensated for part
of the time that I am "on call". The total hours worked by officers on this department are 2956 hours.
This includes all the above listed items.
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I had also worked to secure an upgraded vehicle from a local dealership to replace our quickly
failing 1993 Chevrolet Caprice cruiser. Fairfield Motors of Keene worked very hard to locate a 1998
Chevrolet S-10 Blazer that would serve Richmond for a while. This vehicle has 100 thousand miles less on
it than the Caprice had. It is also a 4-wheel drive, which better suits the roads and conditions in town.
Fairfield's donated Vz of the cost of the vehicle to the town, which allowed me to upgrade some of the
aging equipment that was in the Caprice. A total of $8000 was spent to purchase and upgraded of the
equipment in vehicle.
During 2004 we added two part-time officers to the staff. In the early part of the year, Officer
Derosier attended the part-time police officer certification required by the State. Officer Filipi was hired by
the Keene Police Department as a Full-time officer. Unfortunately for Richmond, Keene does not allow
their recruits to work anywhere else for at least one year. In August Officer Melia was hired to fill the
open slot. Officer Melia is attending the part-time school in early 2005. We had searched for qualified
people that where already certified but had no luck. Officer Derosier and Officer Melia are also required
to complete a minimum of 80 hours of field training within the department. This meafis that Sgt. LaBelle
and I have to train them and evaluate their performance during this time. This ensures that they are
qualified to handle any call or situation and not get injured in the process. This reduces the liability to the
town.
Unfortunately training new officers puts a burden on a part time department. It becomes very
difficult to schedule time that both the recruit and the training officer are available from their full time
jobs at the same time. There is also the expense of having 2 officers working at the same time. These
steps cannot be bypassed due to the liability issue.
As I have stated in the past, the Town of Richmond should be proud of the quality and dedication
that encompasses the employees of the Police Department and its support staff. I would like to take a
moment to thank Margie Wyman for her dedication and service to the Richmond Police Department as
our administrative assistant. Margie and Rudd moved out of Richmond early this year. The Police
Department would also like to welcome Lynn Adams as our new secretary. After receiving a couple of
applications, Sgt LaBelle and I evaluated those applications and had to make a very difficult decision
between 2 highly qualified applicants. We agreed on one and Lynn was hired in the middle of the year. I
have seen some positive administrative changes. We look forward to a positive future.
Remember, that crime does not start nor does it stop at the edge of town. Be aware
of your surroundings and the people in it. Please report all suspicious activity no matter how





Road Agent's V eai in Review 2004
I he 2004 season began \sith the posting Of [own roads on February 28
lh
. We began
spring repair on March 10 bringing gravel onto I a\ lor Hill road, tilled in around
CUlveftS and repaired a small washout on Lang road. On March 22
1U
we had fro/en
ClllvertS 00 Greenwoods road. General road cleanup began on March 23 , cleaning
ditches and culverts, On April 6 gravel was drawn to repair fully Brook and Fay
Martin road potholes. \\ c began sweeping off intersections on April c)
n
. Trees were
marked for cutting on 1 a\ Marin road April 14". Finnish Grade began to grade roads on
April 15 . Ma\
Ih we finished grading, raking and ditching town roads. May 10th a
washout culvert was repaired on Iaslor I lill road, and we began picking up stones for a
culvert wall to be built and finished on Ma\ 13 « May 15 brush was cut on Honey Hill
road. June 3rd began b> digging a ditch on Bullock road by Kelley's. On June 7 a
section o( Bullock road was graded due to a small washout from house on hill. June 8 -
10 Sand> Pond. Mill and part of Fish Hatchery road were ditched with the grader. On
June 22
llJ
Annual brush cutting was started. June 24
lh we began to put out crushed gravel
on Whipple Hill road from Pudding Hill road toward the Massachusetts State line, from
Schofield's to Merwins. Crush gravel was also put out on Turnpike road from the bridge
up through to Lang road. This totaled 1058 cubic yards @ $4.25 per yard, trucked,
spread and graded. In July we began to widen the Fay Martin road past the church.
September brought problems with beavers on Greenwoods road; we put up fence above
culverts. In September Sandy Pond road was paved from Rt.# 32 to past Brokenshire's.
On October 10th fall grading began. New runner planks were installed on the Turnpike
Bridge. On November 10. overhang was cut on Turnpike road. December 6, finished
picking up brush.
Winter Season 2004/2005 Road Maintenance Bids were awarded to:
East Side of Rt.#32 Dan Firmin for $28,600.00
West Side of Rt.# 32 Elton "Buddy" Blood Jr. for $28,860.00
Respectfully Submitted.
Leonard Davis, Road Agent
64.
Winchester Solid Waste Management District Report
The district is nearing completion ofa 3 -year contract with Waste Management to run
the facility and is presently drafting a request for proposals to operate the transfer station.
These requests should be mailed early in the coming fiscal year. The partnership
between Waste Management and the district for the past seven years has been one of
strong communication with very minimal problems. Preliminary indications have shown
that the next contract should be very competitive.
The amount of construction and demolition debris handled at the transfer station rose
1 1% this year, while municipal solid waste (household trash) had a 7% increase. The
following is a list of materials and amounts handled at the transfer station during this past
year:
Municipal Solid Waste (Trash) 1 ,075.97 Tons
Construction/Demolition Debris 488.42 Tons
Metals 71.75 Tons
Mixed Paper 1 1 2 .47 Tons
Cardboard 53 .92 Tons
Co-Mingled (Tin, aluminum cans, glass, #1 &#2 plastics) 1 59.8 1 Tons
Waste Oil 820.00 Gallons
Compost Approx. 220.00 Yards
Tires Approx. 400.00 Tires
Used Clothing (Salvation Army) Approx. 1 .50 Tons
We also accept untreated or unpainted wood, brush, and slash less than five inches in
diameter in our bum pit area.
This past year we had very little erosion problems on the closed landfill and we
fertilized and seeded a small portion of the eastern slope. Surface water, ground water.
and methane gas testing have all continued to yield good results showing steady
improvements in the capped landfill. With added equipment, the town now does all of
the mowing at the site as opposed to contracting the work to an outside source.
The landfill stickers that allow property owners or residents to enter the facility must be
renewed on October 1
st
of every year and must be attached to your vehicle and be plainly
visible. For households that have more than one vehicle, additional stickers are available
for $1.00 each after the initial $10.00 sticker is purchased.
Remember,..Recycling is mandatory per the Winchester Town Ordinance!
Hours of Operation
Tuesday 8:00AM to 4:00PM
Thursday 8:00AM to 7:00PM












OF HOW THEY SERVE OUR TOWN.














October 1 , 2004
Office of the Selectmen
Town of Richmond
105 Old Homestead Highway
Richmond, NH 03470
Dear Selectmen:
I am writing to request that The Community Kitchen, Inc. be placed either on your
Meeting warrant or in your town budget, for an operating budget request in the amount of $ 1 ,250.00.
In setting our request amount, we try to balance the amount of use the individual town has made of The
Kitchen in the last year with the town's ability to pay. Between 1/1/2004 and 9/30/2004, The Community
Kitchen distriouted 134 boxes of food, containing 2,538 meals, to residents of Richmond. Based on these
numbers, we have projected distribution totals for the year 2004 of 179 boxes, containing 3,384 meals to
residents of Richmond, for a total cost to The Community Kitchen of S 1 ,861 .20.
Attached is a sheet showing different facts about our distribution to residents of Richmond, including how
many of people served were under age 19 or over age 59. The average cost per meal to The Community
Kitchen is $ 0.55, which covers all of our costs - including salary, property and liability insurance, vehicle
operation and maintenance, utilities and food purchases.
Not included in the $ 0.55 is the actual value of the donated food as well as the hundreds of hours of
volunteer time and other in-kind donations we receive. If we factored these in, the $ 0.55 cost per meal
would jump to over $ 2.50 per meal. As you see, in terms of value received, the 31 ,250.00 we are
requesting from Richmond is a bargain.
An average of 674 families come to the Pantry for food assistance every week. We have asked for written
proof of names, ages, addresses and income for each member of every household. A typical weeks' box
will contain cereal, juice, yogurt, bagels, bread, pasta, sauce, chicken, fresh fruits and vegetables, soup,
dessert items and personal care products. Approximately 70.00% of the items we distribute are donated
from local wholesalers, retailers and restaurants. We purchase the remaining 30.00% locally, or from the
NH Food Bank in Manchester, where we are charged S 0.17 per pound. Approximately $105,000.00 is
spent each year on food.
At the Hot Meal program, dinner is prepared and served family style Monday through Friday, between 5:00
and 6:30 pm at our building on Mechanic St., Keene. Although we serve dinner to residents of most
Cheshire County towns, we are not requesting reimbursement for those meals
If you are interested, I would be happy to set up a time for a meeting or phone conversation with you in
order to answer any further questions you may have. Please let me know when that might be convenient.








REQUEST FOR FUNDING PROPOSAL
TO THE
TOWN OF Richmond, NEW HAMPSHIRE
AGENCY NAME: The Community Kitchen, Inc.
DATE: October 1. 2004
1 . Briefly describe the role of the agency:
The Community Kitchen, Inc
.
is a not-for-profit, direct service agency which provides hot meals,
take home boxes containing food and personal care items, information and advocacy to low and
moderate income men, women and families with children in the Cheshire County, NH area.
Since its founding in 1983, the Kitchen has served and/or distributed over 6 8 million meals to
people in need
2. Identify the services that Town funding will provide:
The Pantry Box Program operates out of a space in our building on Mechanic Street. Each box
provides approximately three days' worth of meals for each family member. Computerized and
handwritten records are kept of family names, number of people, street addresses, dates of
receiving each box, income and age. Each family or individual coming in for the first time must
fill out a form required by the USDA, and provide back-up documentation for all of the above
information Many referrals have been made to this program from Town and City Welfare
offices, school nurses and other agencies. Almost 70.00% of the food for this program is
donated, and over 1 ,000 volunteer hours each month are donated by community members to
ensure the success of the program. Take-home boxes of food are available on Wednesdays
from 1 2:30 pm to 5:30 pm and on Thursdays from 1 1 :00 am to 4:00 pm, or by special
arrangement.
Hot meals are served Monday through Friday from 5:00 to 6:30 pm at our Mechanic Street
location. Meals are prepared by a volunteer staff under the supervision of the Hot Meals
Coordinator Menus are planned after donated food is picked up at bakeries, delicatessens,
supermarkets and restaurants. Meals consist of two or more entrees, salads, vegetables, fruit,
bread, soup, desserts and beverages, and are served by volunteers. Guests/participants make
up over 35.00% of our volunteer crew and help primarily with set-up and clean-up. We are not
requesting any funding from your town for our Hot Meal program, but thought you might want to
know about it.
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3. a) Number of clients served 1/1/2004 to 9/30/2004 at the Pantry:
# Unduplicated individuals: 5,753
# Unduplicated households: 2,251
b) Number of those who were Richmond residents:
# Unduplicated individuals: 40
# Unduplicated households: 13
c) Number of above Richmond clients served who were underage 19: 14
d) Number of above Richmond clients served who were over age 59: 6
e) Number of Pantry boxes distributed 1/1/2004 to 9/30/2004: 25,600
f) Number of those Pantry boxes distributed to Richmond residents: 134
g) Number of meals in pantry boxes distributed 1/1/2004 to 9/30/2004:
562,860
h) Number of those meals in pantry boxes distributed to Richmond residents:
2,538
i) Estimated dollar cost, per client served, 2003: $44 .69
Calculated using $474,793.00 total cash expenses, 10,625 total clients
j) Estimated dollar cost, per meal served, 2003: $ 0.55
Calculated using $474,793.00 total cash expenses, 862,337 total meals
k) Cost to Community Kitchen of pantry meals provided to Richmond residents, at
0.55 per meal through 9/30/2004: $1,395 90
I) Percentage of total pantry box meals provided to residents of Richmond: 00.45%
Please note that the numbers provided on this page are actual numbers for January
through September only.
Traditionally, The Community Kitchen experiences a tremendous increase in both the
number of families served and the number of meals distributed in November and
December, due to Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, cold weather and fuel bills. It
is anticipated that at the end of the year over 34,133 pantry boxes will have been
distributed in total.
The amount of reimbursement we have requested is based on the actual number for
the first three quarters of the year and an estimate of the fourth quarter added together.
69.
\ lontidiHH k Region
July 9, 2004




I am writing this letter on behalfof the Board, staff, volunteers and especially the
indh iduals we serve to say thank you for your recent donation of $250.
Because there is no federal or state funding for suicide prevention/crisis
intervention services and because we do not charge for any of our services, we rely on the
generosity o\' individuals and towns, like Chesterfield, to ensure that our services can
continue to be available. Your willingness to support our work is an invaluable gift.
This letter serves as a formal acknowledgement for tax purposes and federal tax
law requires that this receipt be maintained to substantiate the charitable deduction. The
Samaritans is a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization and acknowledges that no goods or
services were provided by The Samaritans for your contribution and you are entitled to
deduct the full amount of your contribution, within the limits otherwise prescribed in the
Internal Revenue Code.
We would enjoy working with you further and we are available to discuss issues
concerning suicide prevention and the crisis intervention services. Please, call us if you
are interested in having someone from The Samaritans come to speak.




in.', |;..\Ihii\ Street. Sllltr .".Hi. Keene. \'ll n.'M.}]
Office trSO.5) irvr-rifilii tintline (($().'l).'k
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Southwestern Community Services Inc.
A Community Action Agency Serving Cheshire & Sullivan Comities
December 9, 2004
Office of the Selectmen
105 Old Homestead Avenue
Richmond NH 03470
Dear Chairperson,
We at Southwestern Community Services, Inc. wish to once again thank you for last year's
appropriation for our agency.
As we indicated at that time, we are at a point where we are having to ask the communities we
work with to consider a small appropriation to assist with our outreach effort. Although other
CAP agencies in New Hampshire have always received town support, we have resisted, knowing
how tight budgets are.
For your reference, I am enclosing a breakdown of the services we have delivered during the past
year in Richmond. We would like to respectfully request that we be placed on your town
warrant to see if the voters will appropriate an amount equal to that which they appropriated last
year. In the case of Richmond, the amount was $849.
In closing, I would like to offer to meet with the board of selectmen or budget committee or any
group you suggest in an effort to further detail the significance of our request. I look forward to
hearing from you in the near future.
Sincerely
David W. Osgood, D^uty Director







Services: (603) 352-7512 •^gJr




Tel: (603) 542-9528 • Fax: (60 ?J 542- ? / 40
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City / Town Report - 2003
Richmond
Page 1 of 6
Direct Assistance to Residents: $56,568.02
** Economic Impact: $141,420.05
1.5% of Direct Assistance: $848.52
Total Number of Households Served: 77
Total Number of Residents Served: 212
Average Benefit Per Household: 734.65
Average Benefit per Resident: 667.08
Property Taxes and Payroll are NOT included in the direct assistance or economic impact totals.
' Economic Impact is calculated by multiplying the direct assistance by a factor of 2.5
72.
Richmond
City / Town Report - 2003
Page 2 of 6
Child Care / Education $6,556.44 ~~|
Child Care Recruitment and Training
Child Care Resource and Referral
Head Start
Head Start Child Care (Full Time / Full Year)






Nutrition / Health $9,139.92





Women's, Infant, Children (WIC)
Emergency - Transitional Shelter (short term)
Long term Transitional Shelter
Homelessness Prevention






















































Affordable Housing Rental Projects Owned Assessed Value: $0.00
Property Taxes Paid $0.00
Single Family Rehab $9,119.00
HOME /CDBG




Commercial Properties Assessed Value $0.00
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City / Town Report - 2003
Richmond
Page 3 of 6
Child Care / Education $6,556.44
Child Care Recruitment and Training
Numb* ot Training Opportuniims
Cost Per Provider Trained
Child Care Resource and Referral
Number ot Child Car* Referrals
Cost Per Referral
Head Start
Number ol Households Enrolled
Number ot Children Enrolled
Cost Per Child
Head Start Child Care (Full Time / Full Year)
Number ot Households Enrolled
Number ol Children Enrolled
Cost Per Child
Health Insurance Counseling
Number ot Households Enrolled
Number ot Consumers Enrolled
Amount ot Dollars Counseling Saved
Lake sunapee Area Mediation
Number ot Households Enrolled
















Breast Feeding Peer Counseling
Number ol Consumers Enrolled
Value ot Monthly Food Package
Commodity Supplemental Food
Number ot Elderly Individuals Enrolled
Value ol Monthly Food Package
Eldercare
Number ot Households Enrolled
Number ot Consumers Enrolled
Value of Service
Emergency Food Assistance
Number of Food Pantries
Number of Soup Kitchens
Number ot homeless Shelters
Number of Charitable Organizations . .
Senior Companion
Number of Households Enrolled
»REF'
Value of Service
Women's, Infant, Children (WIC)
Number of Households Enrolled
Number of Consumers Enrolled
Number ot Women Enrolled
Number of Children Enrolled
Monthly cost of Women's food Package




















City/Town Report - 2003
Energy
Case Management
Number of Households Enrolled
Number of Consumers Enrolled
Number of Elderly
Value of service $20.00
Fuel assistance
Number of Households Enrolled 25
Number of Consumers Enrolled 80
Number of Households Applied 29
Number of Elderly Households Enrolled 6
Number of elderly Enrolled 9
Average household Benefit $414.20
Electric Assistance Program
Number of Households Served 27
Number of Consumers Served 82
Annual Benefit per Household 11,664
Weatherization
Number of Households Served 1




Number of Households Served 2
Number of Consumers Served 8
Rehabilitation Value $2,216.66
Neighbor Helping Neighbor
Number of Households Enrolled




Number of Households Enrolled 4
Number of Consumers Enrolled 4
Direct Service Amount $2,200.00
Adult Dislocated
Number of Households Enrolled 6
Number of Consumers Enrolled 6
Direct Service Amount $3,000.00
CDBG Economic Development
Jobs Created
Funds Generated in Local Communities $0.00
Service Link
Number of Households Enrolled
Number of Consumers Enrolled
Direct Service Amount $0.00
Richmond















City /Town Report - 2003
Homeless Services
Richmond
Page 5 of 6
$240.00
Emergens, short term)
Nuntbar of Houtatoida anfoMad
Numbar of Consumer* enrolled
Nun** ol BoO Nights
Value ol Bed Nights
Number ol Case Management Hot
Vaiua ol Casa Management hours
Long term Transitional Shelter
Number ol households » months enrolled
Monti
Homelessness Prevention
Number ol Households enrolled
Number ol Consumers enrolled
Value to Consumers
Housing Security Deposit Guarantee
Number ol Households enrolled
Number ol Consumers enrolled
Value to Consumers
HUD Homeless outreach
Number ol Households enrolled
Number ol Consumers enrolled ...
Number ol Case Management Hours

















New Hope New Horizons $0.00
Day Services
Number ol Consumers Enrolled
Value ol Service
NH Options
Number of Consumers Enrolled
Value of Service
Southwestern Employment Services
Number of Consumers Enrolled
Value of Service
Vocational Rehabilitation










Single Family Rehab $9,119.00
Affordable Housing Rental Projects Owned
Number of Units / Households
Number of Consumers
Assessed Value
Project Development Impact Fees
HOME/CDBG
Number of Households Served
Number of Residents Served
Rehabilitation Value
Housing Preservation Grants (RD)
Number ol Households Served













Page 6 of 6








Senior Citizen's Programs $0.00
Health Insurance Counseling $0.00
Number of Households Enrolled
Number of Consumers Enrolled
Amount of Dollars Counseling Saved $0.00
Senior Companion $0.00
Number of Households Enrolled
Number of Consumers Enrolled #REF!
Value of Service $0.00
Eldercare $0.00
Number of Households Enrolled
Number of Consumers Enrolled
Value of Service $0.00
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Fax 603 ; W 1904
PO Box ; i ;
\iIhm W ,1\
( hnrlestown \l I 03603
603 B26 1322
PO Box 496





105 Old Homestead Hwv.
Richmond, New Hampshire 03470
Pear Selectmen:
Inclosed please find the HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services - Annual
Report to Richmond. The Annual Report includes statistical and financial information about the
services provided to residents this year. We hope that you will consider including this
information in the Town Report to let residents know about the services that are available to
them.
For 2005. we are requesting an appropriation of $1,500.00 for home care services in Richmond.
The home care appropriation will cover services that assist residents to recover at home, or to
remain independent at home. These services include visiting nurses, rehabilitation therapists,
home health aides and homemakers. In addition, prenatal and well child care, adult day care,
hospice services and health promotion clinics are available to residents.
Home health care is a vital resource, particularly for elderly residents, who are discharged from
hospitals and long term care facilities with complex medical needs and require nursing care and
other support services to remain at home. The town's support of services for these residents is
critical.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at 352-2253 if you have any questions regarding this request.
Sincerely,
Susan Ashworth
Director of Community Relations
enc.
Visit our Web Site at www.hcsservices.org
78.
HCS - HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF RICHMOND
JANUARY 1, 2004 TO DECEMBER 31, 2004
ANNUAL REPORT
In 2004, HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services continued to
provide home care and community services to the residents of Richmond. The
following information represents HCS ' s activities in your community in
2004.
SERVICE REPORT
SERVICES OFFERED SERVICES PROVIDED
Nursing 680 Visits
Physical Therapy 105 Visits
Occupational Therapy 10 Visits
Medical Social Worker 37 Visits
Homemaker 52 Hours
Home Health Aide 290 Visits
Outreach 7 Visits
Adult In-Home Care 233 Hours
Home & Community Based Services* 11 Hours
*Home and Community Based Care is a Medicaid program which offers extended
home care services to individuals who are in need of nursing home level
care but can be maintained at home for a lower cost.
Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 54
Prenatal and well child care, adult day care, hospice services and
regularly scheduled wellness clinics are also available to residents . Town
funding partially supports these services
.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 2004 with all funding sources
is $137,612.00.
These services have been supported to the greatest extent possible by
Medicare, Medicaid, other insurances, grants and patient fees. Services not
covered by other funding have been supported by your town.
For 2005, we request that an appropriation of $1,500.00 be available to
continue home care for Richmond residents











As \>ui know, Monadnock Family Services is active in your community, providing quality mental
health services to anyone who needs them regardless of their ability to pay.
<, mce again, MIS is asking for your financial support to help underwrite the cost of services we
provide to the uninsured and underinsured individuals in your town. Based on figures from the 2002
population estimates from the NI I Office of State Planning, we arc asking for the equivalent of
5 1 25 per capita, which for the town of Richmond, amounts to $1,375.00.
We isk tor yout continued consideration and support of our request. The cost to MPS to serve the
uninsured has increased steadily with rising treatment costs and more people seeking subsidized services. The
cost of serving the uninsured and under-insured residents of the Monadnock Region has averaged a half a
million dollars annually for the past four years. United Way funds and town subsidies cover about a third of
this significant expense. Our services to uninsured adults are further jeopardized as state regulations prohibit
us trom supplementing non-funded or under-funded services with state funds.
Your ongoing support of our work is deeply appreciated, and we hope that our partnership in caring
tor the residents of Richmond will condnue. We work very hard to keep our costs down, and to
identity, whenever possible, alternate sources of funding for this populadon.
It you have quesdons, or require more informadon, a representadve from the agency will be happy
to speak with you.
Again, vour support is very important to us. By working together, we help to insure our communities
remain healthy and vital places to live, work and grow.



















































































1 Employee Assistance Program
1 Other Healthcare Provider
8 Other
81.
VITAL STATISTICS YEAR] NDING D) CEMBER U, 2004
IUR1HS
DATI \ \mi 01 v nu D PI u I ! \I1IIK MOTHER
! km i ortnei Brattleboro Shawnsfj Forma Shannon Fortnei
». iabrielle Schmidt Peterbora Jason Schmidt l oreal Schmidt
in Puningtoo Kocm Benjamin Purhngton ion Purrington
Bridget \ an\ ihsafa Keens Robert \ inValzah Brands Randall
lOSSS Keens i roj Rokes Michelle Rokes
Jarrod Rol Keens l roj Rokes Michells Rokes
Ethan Johnson Peterbora Ke> in Johnson Stephanis Johnson
Brendan McCann Richmond Richard McCann ( hi isiin.i Mc( ami
8 Eli Richardson Keens I aurence Richardson Piny (iao
8 8 ZahizaibRashid Keens Sikandei Rashid Darcey Kelly
Jacob Sonntag Keens Mark Sonntag \m\ Sonntag
10-11 K\ le Da\ i> Peterbora Joseph Davis ( lathy Davis
Helena Martin Nashua I sonard Martin Deanns Martin
11-10 \nthon\ Boscarino Keens Da\ is Boscarino Patricia Boscarino
MARRIAGES
DATE GROOM RESIDENCE BRIDE RESIDENCE
David Andrews Richmond Laura Vicl Richmond
05-15 Joseph BouJaj Richmond Mehnda Sevard Richmond
5 Dirk Doughty Richmond Malorie Smith Richmond
07-01 rimothy Housman Richmond Angela Forand Swanzey
09-04 Willum Stone Salem, MA Lorraine Gagne Salem, MA
00.04 Donald Patnaude Richmond Debra Joslyn Richmond
10-16 Kevin Duffy Richmond Deborah Pratt Richmond
DATE PI ACE NAME
02-08 Richmond Jean Boscarino
02-12 Richmond Roger Picotte
04-30 Keene Sheila Menter
07-28 Keene Donald Holm
08-14 Richmond Maria Andreu
08-15 keene Henry Patnode
10-24 Winchester Irene Baker
11-25 Winchester Mary Mueller
12-27 Keene Virginia Jolly
DEATHS
PARENTS NAMES
Anthony Terminello, Dena Poli
Lionel Picotte, Rhea Loiselle
Clarence Castor, Josephine Shattuck
Hector Holm, Florence Jeffery
Unknown, Mercedes Melendez
Henry Patnode, Lena Merrill
Lee Tillotson, Gertrude Chicoine
Joseph Chando, Anna Chando
Herbert Dockham, Mary UK
82.
2004 Resident List*



































Barth, Cameron J. - c
Barth, John J.
Bause, Chris S.
Bause, Matt R. - c
Bause, Pam J.
Beauregard, Mark J.
Becklo, Andrew C. - c
Becklo, Bonnie L.
Becklo, Carl H.






Berman, Benjamin P. - c
Berman, Bethany J. - c
Berman, Brenda L.
Berman, David M.
Berman, Heather M. - c
Berman, Katherine R.
Berman, Olivia F. - c
Bersaw, Barbara - c
Bersaw, Douglas
Bersaw, Katherine - c
Bersaw, Kathleen













Bloom, Felicity R. - c
Bloom, Jonathan M.













Bragg, Benjamin A. - c
Bragg, Mark A.













*As compiled from Inventories.





Bnjnk. Daniel T - c
Brunk Joshua W
Brunk Latashia S - c




















Bush. Elizabeth A. - c
Bush. Hannah R - c
Bush. Michael M. - c
Busick, Cheryl L.
Busick. Chloe S. - c




Butterfield, Kristen R. - c
Butterfield, Megan L. - c








Camuso, Daniel M. - c
Camuso, Hannah G. - c
Camuso, Lois M.
Camuso, Rachel A. - c
Camuso, Rebekah M. - c




































Cummings, Angela R. - c
Cummings, David P.







Davis, Jr., Joseph D. - c
Davis, Leonard R.
Davis, Sr., Joseph D.
Davis, Valma E.
Delaney, Kathleen D.
DeMasco, Gianni - c
DeMasco, Kimberly
DeMasco, Michael - c
DeMasco, Nicco - c
DeMasco, Stephen
"As compiled from Inventories.
























Farnum, Jr., Michael H.




































Goldberg-Jaffe, Dam - c




































Heise II, Roy B.
Heise, Daniel B. - c
Heise, Jennifer L.
Heise, Shirley C.
Heise, Spencer B. - c




**As compiled from Inventories.









Hill. Payton A - c
Hill. Thomas B
Hillock Angela S
Hillock. Jr. William G -c
Hillock. William G
Hodgdon. Edwin
Hodgdon. Justin - c
Hodgdon. Kim - c
Hodgdon. Laurie
Hodgdon. Trevor - c
Hodgman. Tracy A.
Hoefer. Gretchen L
Hoefer. Madison A - c
Hoefer. Michael D





Horner, Brittany N - c
Horner. Jeffrey L
Horner. McKenna M. - c
Homer, Michele M









Jackson, Samantha A. - c


















Kimball, Cassy G - c
Kimball, Peter F
Kimball, Steven P. - c
Kimbrell, Cassidy A. - c




LaBrie, Sabryn L - c
LaClair II, Russell C
LaClair, Lisa J.






Lancey, Haley M. - c









Lee, Savannah - c













Love, Autumn L. - c
Love, Danielle M.
Love, Grant G.
Love, Ivy L. - c
Love, Tia-Jade E. - c
Lucey, James R.
Lucey, Roberta W.
"As compiled from Inventories








Majoy, Chris - c
Majoy, Cindi - c








Margand, Clare M. - c
Margand, Gerald J.
Margand, Nina R. - c











Massi-Filliman, Lillian - c
Mastrogiovanni, Antonio J. - c







'McCann, Bridget - c
McCann, Christina M.
'McCann, Jason - c
'McCann, John - c
'McCann, Julie
'McCann, Richard B.
McCann, Sean P. - c
VlcCann, Tavin J. - c





dcDermott, Kyle N. - c
McDermott, Lyricia A. - c
McDermott, Sean M. - c

















Miller, Albert J. - c
Miller, Brigette M. - c
Miller, Dennis A. - c
Miller, Gerald J. - c
Miller, Katharine M. - c
























Mullins, Annette E. - c
Mullins, Felicia A.
Nadeau, Thomas J - c
Nadler, Margaret
'As compiled from Inventories.
- Indicates under age 18 as of June 30, 2004.
87.
2004 Resident List'
Nash Ashley A - c
Neanng Casey R


























Page. Amanda C - c
Page. Mary E
Page. Stanley E. - c
Page, Stanley G.
Panzer, Bridget M.
Panzer. Elseana M - c
Panzer, Namara M. - c
Panzer, Randy C.
Panzer, Zias R. - c
Patch, Cody A. - c


















Pierce, Cory M - c
Pierce, Felicia A - c










Pratt I, Daniel P.














Randall, Eliza F. -c
Randall, John M.




Raymond, Michael "Noah" - c
Raymond, Ronald B.
Reese, Jeffrey P.
Remick, Alec R. - c






Reppucci, Joseph - c
Reppucci, Norma D
Reynolds, Nicole A. - c
Reynolds, Sheri A.
Rice, Frank O
"As compiled from Inventories.












Rogers, James J. - c
Rogers, Juliette R.
Rogers, Stillman D.
Royce, Alexander P. - c
Royce, Andrew D. - c
Royce, Douglas R.






Rule, Rebecca L. - c
Russell, Gary W. - c
Savard, Melinda A.
Schmidt, Alan J.
Schmidt, Alyssa M. - c

































Snowden, Anthony - c
Sonntag, Amy L.
Sonntag, Kevin J. - c
Sonntag, Mark P.
Spath, Andrew D. - c
Spath, Christopher T. - c
Spath, David A.
Spath, Nanci M.
Spath, Ryan A. - c
Springer, Roger D.
Springer, Virginia B.




Swanson, Aubrey N. - c
Swanson, Breanne L. - c
Swanson, Brittney A. - c
Swanson, Cole O. - c
Swanson, Delaney J. - c













Tague, Daniel W. - c
Tague, Emily J. -c
Tague, Jr., Thomas J.
Tague, Judith A.
Tague, Mary L. - c
Tague, Michele E.
Tague, Sarah P. - c




"As compiled from Inventories.





Tarbox Jessica - c
Tart -sa L - c
Tarbox. Nathan E - c
Tarbov Nichole - c
Tarbox, Robert
Tarbox. Travis - c















Tomer, Ashlyn A. - c
Tomer, Jennifer L.




Toungny, Sage K. - c
Tourigny. Seth L. - c
Traverse, Donna L.
Traverse, John W.
Traverse, Raekwan C. - c
Troughton, Roberta L.










Vaughan, Brian W. - c
Vaughan, Debra A.
















Wharton, Brandon J. - c
Wharton, Jill M
Wharton, Robert B.





































**As compiled from Inventories
c - Indicates under age 18 as of June 30, 2004
90.
DOG LIST 2004-2005
Owner Tag Dog Name Owner
Adams, Lynn 1 Ariel Ward, Freeman
Garone, Marsha 2 Madra Henry, Jeanett
Wahl, John 3 Gus Calzini, Joseph
deceased 4 Morin, Ludger
Repucci, Norma 5 Shadow Page, Stan
Watt, Allison 6 Sasse Balnis, Karen
Merrifield, Sue 7 Molly Sullivan, William
Washburn, Christopher 8 Johny Hill, Jennie
Laitinen, Elaine 9 Gus Leggee, Mason
Priest, Stephanie 10 Marvin Leggee, Mason
Howes, Candace 11 Suki Leggee, Mason
Oxx, Carol 12 Victoria Becklo, Bonnie
Vaughan, Debbie 13 Crystal Major, Michelle
Jones, Mary 14 Annie Major, Michelle
deceased 15 Clark, Marcia
O'Brien, Mike 16 Lucky Leslie, Richard
O'Brien, Mike 17 Ace Leslie, Richard
Boscarino, David 18 Nana Leslie, Richard
Herman, Kenneth 19 Cindy Frye, Anthony
Cushing, Gail 20 Hogan Corrody, Robert E.
Boccalini, Janet 21 Keesha Thibodeau, Joseph
Bragg, Susan 22 Nala Graves, Judy
Bragg, Susan 23 Rocky Graves, Judy
Snow, Sherry 24 Nala McKinstry, Darleen
Patnode, Bill 25 Molly McKinstry, Darleen
Mason, Kim 26 Nayo Burke, Harry
McLeod, Charlie 27 Maggie Burke, Harry
Schmidt, Loreal 28 Cody Qualters, Bob
Schmidt, Loreal 29 Chiquita Bielunis, Pam
Cote, Gerald 30 Misty Onsurez, Mary
Cote, Gerald 31 Max Onsurez, Mary
Lancey, Lisa 32 Creo Imon, Martine
McWhirk, Jim 33 Reagen Imon, Martine
McWhirk, Jim 34 Alabama Boudreau, JC
St. Denis, Michelle 35 Vinny Daigneault, Patrice
St. Denis, Michelle 36 Crosby Keane, Steven
Berman, David 37 Panga deceased
Dunn, June 38 Buddy Gilman, Charles
Coll, Deb 39 Mo Busick, Robert
Coll, Deb 40 Buster Brown Kozlowski, Joe
Brewer, Donna 41 Maxine Anderson, Jolyne
Tourigny, Kathy 42 Lacy Shann, Thomas
Pogorzelski, Evelyn 43 Otto Tomer, Anthony
Hammond, Beatrice 44 Buddy Taylor, Jeff
Hammond, Beatrice 45 Midnight Jarvis, Arlene
Rajaniemi, Ronna 46 Saffron Bailey, Michael
Honkala, Mike 47 Roddy Szczygiel, Gayle
Honkala, Melinda 48 Chester Gesner, Antoinette
Honkala, Melinda 49 Una Corey, Ron






















































Owner Tag Doq Name Owner
Neil Debbie 101 Zip deceased
Neil Debbie 102 Big Boy Brewer, Arlene
Holtz Dave 103 Bud Brewer, Arlene
Tenero-Hart. Catherine 104 Maggie McDonnell. Kathy A
Gray. Robert 105 Cassie McDonnell, Kathy A
Shmn. Susan 106 Missy McDonnell, Kathy A
0*Grady. Nancy 107 Shadow McDonnell, Kathy A
Bloom. Sheila 108 Leo Pierce, Roderick
Tryba (Mannello). Tracy 109 Riley Pierce, Shirley
Tryba (Mannello). Tracy 110 Gulliver Pierce, Shirley
Tryba (Mannello). Tracy 111 Lakota Pierce, Roderick
Burke. Harry 112 Sandy Tonweber, Patricia
Richardson. Larry 113 Smokestack Goodnow, Jen
Porte. Huguette 114 Monty Goodnow, Jen
Newell. Samantha 115 Buster Goodnow, Jen
Goodell, Freda 116 Peanut Patch, Jessica
Goodell. Freda 117 Tippy Troughton, Bert
Goodell. Freda 118 Jasmine Troughton, Bert
Goodell. Dana 119 Liz Scobi, Antonia
Randall, Brenda 120 Barley Carey, Mary Jane
Huston. Evelyn 121 Kita Brooks, Roger
Lee. Martin 122 Tish Aukstikalnis, Elaine
Lee. Martin 123 Chelsey Aukstikalnis, Elaine
Lee. Martin 124 Rusty Aukstikalnis, Elaine
Herron, Linda 125 Jazz Cantrell, William
Newton, Pat 126 Tucker Graves, Judy
Marcotte. Kevin 127 Honey Barfield, Karen
Marcotte, Kevin 128 Farley Dilello, Cay
Tietgens. Chris 129 Dachi Page, Stan
Tietgens, Chris 130 Winston Hollenbeck, Beth
Picotte, Kitty 131 Tasha Hollenbeck, Beth
Burns, Randall 132 Tiny Holbrook, Sandy
Mills, Jerry 133 Jack Lantz, Susan
Mills, Jerry 134 Duffy Ortiz, Chris
Mills, Jerry 135 Harley Bernard, Leanne
Kelly, Darcy 136 Gracie Bernard, Leanne
Brunk, Katie 137 Buddy Gillis, Sandra
Watson, Deborah 138 Skye Swanson, Walt
Marchant, Vicki 139 Jessie Condon, Bonnie
Meszaros, Deborah 140 Raven Laplume, Judith
Panzer, Bridget 141 Chewey Laplume, Judith
Comptois, Barbara 142 Mocha Laplume, Judith
Comptois, Barbara 143 Amber Laplume, Judith
Kimbrell, Sharon 144 Ted E. Bear deceased
Layman, Christine 145 Keno Hodgeman, Tracy
Silver, Jane 146 Buffy Laclair, Lisa
Camuso, Lois 147 Tip Laclair, Lisa
Savard, Melinda 148 Martin Laclair, Lisa
Boulay, Joseph 149 Bronson Pulsifer, William






























































































































































































































































































































































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND C/U BUILDINGS TOTAL VALUATION
PSNH 005B-024 3.9 3900 3900
PSNH 008B-DPTL 2655984 2655984
ADAMS, JEFFREY S & LORI ANN 402-064 3.76 55520 202500 258020
AHMED, HANDI&AIDA 410-047 10.1 1240 1240
ALLEN, MARK 407-012 4.11 56220 92450 148670
AMATO, ARTHUR T 402-039 9.7 58050 117040 175090
AMATO, ROBERT J 402-040 8.8 60600 85820 146420
AMATO, THOMAS 409-023 3.5 55000 55000
ANDERSON, JOLYNE M 408-010 2 52000 102100 154100
ANDERSON, NORMAN E 415-004 7.6 19100 11510 30610
ANGELL, CAROL P 407-042 3.2 54400 99520 153920
ANNAS, PAMELA J 407-040 3.7 55400 85310 140710
APUZZO, SALVATORE & CARMELA 201-043 37.5 3600 3600
ARCHAMBAULT, JAMES R 407-071 5.4 58800 70910 129710
ARCHAMBAULT, THERESE 412-050 30 50000 2180 159250 211430
ARNOLD, STEPHEN L & DONNA C 409-051 13.6 1050 1050
ARNOLD, STEPHEN L & DONNA C 409-054 12.2 56690 148820 205510
ATKINS, EDITH 404-049 31 5270 5270
ATKINS, EDITH 405-021 2.2 180 180
ATKINS, EDITH 405-023 54 50000 8700 5210 63910
ATKINS, EDITH 405-024 51 7150 109470 116620
ATKINS, EDITH 405-025 6.5 50000 940 1240 52180
ATKINS, EDITH 408-036 5.6 950 950
ATKINS, EDWARD &TRACY L 201-032 0.49 34800 51940 86740
AUKSTIKALNIS, ELAINE K. & JOHN 410-009 6.4 60800 112460 173260
AUKSTIKALNIS, TONY 409-053 5 58000 58000
BABBITT, MICHAEL K. AND HOLLY 405-118 5.2 53400 89600 143000
BAILEY, HAMILTON 405-029 20.2 1870 1870
BAILEY, HAMILTON 405-030 20 2130 2130
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 402-003 84 9960 9960
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 402-004 43 4590 4590
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 403-026 116.5 11060 11060
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 404-033 67 135200 135200
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 404-035 3.3 12960 12960
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 404-036 49 5780 5780
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 404-039 69 8590 8590
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 404-047 16 74600 74600
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 404-048 6 60000 60000
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 405-018 0.3 117500 117500
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 405-027 183 148000 15780 163780
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 405-028 76 7380 7380
BAILEY, HAMILTON & NANCY 405-033 32 50000 3270 224990 278260
BAILEY, KATHLEEN 402-081 3.26 54520 54520
BAIRD TRUSTEE, JAMES L 408-032 11.6 11600 11600
BAIRD TRUSTEE, JAMES L 408-078 9.8 55100 55100
BAKER, IRENE 409-039 10.8 69600 49870 119470
BAKER, IRENE 409-040 2.8 41100 41100
BALLOU REV TRUST LAURENCE 402-002 108 8040 8040
BALLOU, JOAN A 406-005 17 24500 24500
BALNIS, WAYNE A 405-123 19 40000 2260 104460 146720
BANNISTER, JOSEPH E & BONNIE L 201-034 7.6 63200 90710 153910
BARFIELD, BRIAN & KAREN 408-029 22.4 73780 109380 183160
BARGHOORN, STEVEN F 412-053 101 17170 17170
BARGHOORN, STEVEN F 413-009 2.1 360 360
BARGHOORN, STEVEN F 413-010 89 15130 15130
BARGHOORN, STEVEN F 414-009 76 12920 12920
95.
TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS
413406 48 7820 59540
-5 39 55800 206580
033 54 58800 206250
402038 4 2 56400 88640
402-067 1 4 50800
402-068 3 16 54320
411-034 1 1 4 I 1 400
410-040 11 55 68310 1100
201 -019 3.2 54400 73210
202-045 1 8 51600 90180
405-061 1 9 46800 67910
405-005 21 .7 2820
405-006 83 47000 2020 123270
407-063 3 04 54080 130680
411-045 501 58020 70630
407-015 2 16 52320 124810
405-020 85 133950 23210
405-022 501 58020
408-018 0.97 37050 8800
408-048 0.29 30800 12360
407-027 29 53800 84170
405-120 5 58000 115210
405-094 93 64100 148470
408-060 125 50200 610 208880
408-007 52 53400 108750
412-046 64 60800 154180
407-013 7 08 62160 126520
408-055 6.1 57700 126680
408-009 62 60400 143030
409-009 11.3 47500 1400 223590
408-082 2.1 52200 187850
408-083 7.9 7900
405-050 1.5 51000 76730
405-062 0.76 45200 86360
409-022 3.5 55000 94230
414-026 0.37 610
412-029 111.87 78880 10810
412-005 28 81400 191240
412-015 21 74540
410-024 4.55 57100 126870
412-023 22 73700 155620
412-019 6.11 56620 247480
201-064 5.1 55700 60830
409-005 7.5 60500 98500
412-006 4.6 57200 128630
414-021 704 62080 208860
405-042 15 49000 800 97600
414-015 6.4 60800 6410
201-036 15 51000 203350
410-035 23 60500 1450 20920
201-008 1 50000 117490
201-058 0.47 34400 154190
405-128 4.6 69700 137090
409-102 9.8 820











BAUSE CHRISTOPHER & PAMELA
' ^4 APRIL
BEAUREGARD MARK
BECM.O. CARL & BONNIE
. CARL & BONNIE







BENSE. ROGER & JOANNE
BERG CHRISTOPHER & JOANN
BERGLIN. CARL F & VIOLET H
BERMAN, DAVID & BRENDA
BERNIER. JOANC
BERSAW. DOUGLAS & KATHLEEN
BERUBE. NORMAN & KRISTEN
BIELUNIS. ALAN & PAMELA
BIGDA. RICHARD
BLACKLEDGE. JAMES & MAUREEN
BLAIR 1999 REVOCABLE TRUST
BLAIR 1999 REVOCABLE TRUST
BLAIR. HAROLD & NORMA
BLAIR, HAROLD P & TORRI M
BLAIR. SHAWN M & SUSAN L
BLANCHARD, BRUCE & LORI
BLESSED SACRAMENT COMMUNITY IN
BOCCALINI, JOHN C
BOCCALINI. JOHN C
BONCAL. STEVEN A & DEBORAH L
BOSCARINO. DAVID A & PATRICIA
BOSCARINO. STEVEN M
BOUDREAU. JOHN & LYNN
BOUDREAU. JOHN & LYNN
BOULAY, JOSEPH
BRADY. JAMES & MARY





BREWER, KEVIN & MARY
BREWSTER, MARILYN J




TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS




405-034 33 56000 2440 142370
405-035 19 1600
408-091 66 45500 4460
408-096 25 1540





408-090 26.3 54000 2150 192190
408-097 0.64 170
403-001 0.3 150
402-001 48 122400 130060
407-082 0.76 5650
407-026 2 52000
412-051 12.5 68500 88170
412-032 3.43 54860 173540
409-012 3.2 51900 163090
202-016 0.21 109000 27240
405-101 15.7 1270
201-035 2 52000 143860
405-129 5 66500 107890
404-045 78 91000 6600 186930
404-038 10.6 1220
201-031 6.8 61600 82320
407-017 28.5 55000 380 170860
402-022 3.3 54600 93880
409-003 7.2 62400 195430
407-075 13.19 48500 1900
407-076 6.69 42850
407-079 14.33 48500 3160 111360
409-036 1 25000
415-008 20 3400





408-073 57 72520 4280 75860
408-056 0.76 45200
408-059 4.4 66180 207000
414-030 6.72 61440 155340
408-030 17.5 51000 2190
407-086 25.6 51600 4100 129770
407-087 3.22 1370
407-088 3.22 44200 1060 12550
409-079 2.9 53800 19450
404-050 24.14 51500 3000 55100
409-094 5.1 700
202-046 1.7 51400 55990
407-064 3.22 54440 67000
411-004 9.3 4650
410-033 30 1400








BROOKS TRUSTEE, ROGER N
BROOKS TRUSTEE, ROGER N
BROOKS TRUSTEE, ROGER N
BROOKS TRUSTEE, ROGER N
BROOKS TRUSTEE, ROGER N
BROOKS, REVOCABLE TRUST, ROGER
BROOKS, REVOCABLE TRUST, ROGER
BROOKS, REVOCABLE TRUST, ROGER
BROOKS, REVOCABLE TRUST, ROGER
BROSTEK, MARIAN A
BROWN, 2002 REVOCABLE TRUST, MA
BROWN, EDWARD & DEANNA
BRUNELLE, RICHARD & DEBORAH
BRUNK, KATHRYN, JOSEPH & NORMA
BRYAN, DAVID
BUCK, DAVID A & MARILYN M
BUDAJ, FRANK & CYNTHIA
BUFFUM, WARREN J & CATHY J
BUGATCH, SHARON P




BUSH, CHRISTOPHER & DIANE
BUSICK, ROBERT & CHERYL
BUTTERFIELD, JAMES & KATHRYN
BUZZELL ET AL, JAMES H
BUZZELLETAL, JAMES H
BUZZELL ET AL, JAMES H
CALABRO, JOSEPH
CALABRO, JOSEPH
CALZINI, RICHARD & PATRICIA
CALZINI, RICHARD & PATRICIA
CAMUSO, ANTHONY & LOIS M
CANTRELL, WILLIAM
CARBONE, ROBERT J & PEGGY ANN
CARBONE, ROBERT J & PEGGY ANN
CAREY REVOCABLE TRUST, MARY JAf>
CAREY, MARK D& JULIE M
CARNIE, JAMES & MARY
CARNIE, JAMES & MARY
CARNIE, JAMES & MARY
CARPENTER, JOHN & BRENDA
CARRIER, MARK
CARRIER, MARK
CARRIER, ROGER SR & MARY
CARTER, MICHELLE & SCOTT
CASS ESTATE, LYMAN




































































CINCOTTA. MARK S ANTOINETTE
CLARK JAMES 4 CAROL





COHN MARTIN & MARJORIE
COLE KENNETH & VALERIE
COLL. WILLIAM & DEBRA
COMPTOIS. BARBARA
CONANT. GILBERT & MARGARET
CONANT. GILBERT & MARGARET
CONDON. LLOYD & BONNIE
CONNELL. DANIEL & ABIGAIL
COPLEY. ALLAN J TRUSTEE
COPLEY. PAUL
COREY. RONALD & JEANNINE E





COURCHENE. HECTOR & JANET
COURCHENE, HECTOR & JANET








CURRIER. BRUCE & DOREEN M
CUSEO GEORGE & KATHRYN
CUSHING. RONALD & GAIL
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
DAHER. WILLIAM & CAMILLA




MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS TOTAL VALUATION
412 055 1 39 9000 9000
4 13 004 70 6 50600 50600
302 46 34800 34800
413-003 33 8 27400 27400
407-006 1 1 25100 25100
411 018 B2 10530 10530
4 14 006 106 60920 60920
407-074 606 53070 53070
402-072 3 14 54280 156040 210320
405-073 38 55600 186340 241940
407-053 27 53400 122620 176020
407-035 1 55 51100 107640 158740
406-020 37 55400 148450 203850
408-042 36 55200 204620 259820
407-024 172 1800 1800
406-011 143 1720 1720
407-089 12 50000 360 139430 189790
405-089 95 64300 129080 193380
407-007 20 1230 1230
407-008 71 4380 4380
407-020 705 62100 208770 270870
409-006 6.3 60600 146410 207010
406-016 37 3110 3110
409-104 8 64000 88780 152780
414-035 5.12 58240 96490 154730
412-025 4.09 56180 116090 172270
412-002 1.8 60 60
412-003 22 52000 860 194760 247620
201-042 12.92 66280 131800 198080
405-103 125 980 980
403-025 50 1 1450 1450
405-102 12.7 990 990
406-009 48 5040 5040
414-027 54 55740 3780 63990 123510
414-038 13.1 470 470
412-013 21 1860 1860
412-014 170 50000 14180 17890 82070
402-053 4.7 4700 4700
414-036 5.25 58500 119430 177930
415-007 5.1 58200 104370 162570
405-045 24 81600 44960 126560
409-035 1 50000 63140 113140
405-095 9.2 66400 152590 218990
401-007 67.6 3070 3070
402-027 47.4 4200 4200
402-032 343 3050 3050
411-002 40 1620 1620
411-003 52 1990 1990
411-032 65 7860 7860
412-044 81 50000 3600 53600
412-054 94 3520 3520
414-042 10 150 150
412-031 3.62 55240 1 70040 225280
411-012 5.6 56320 101710 158030
407-025 2.1 52200 78080 130280
407-083 864 54200 3910 1250 59360
98.
TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND C/U BUILDINGS TOTAL VALUATION
DANIEL C ALTHER ET AL 408-046
DANIELS, WILLIAM R 414-017
DAVIS JR TRUST, WILLIAM 41 2-009
DAVIS, CLAIRE E 414-013
DAVIS, DONALD & JENNIFER M E 415-013
DAVIS, JOSEPH & CATHY 408-006
DAVIS, LEONARD & VALMA 408-102
DAVIS, LYNN 408-101
DEEGAN, MARK & BRENDA GERMAIN 412-049
DEEM, SHANNON C & HEATHER GREEI411-013
DELO, MARTHA 403-006
DELO, MARTHA 403-019
DEMASCO, STEPHEN & KIMBERLY B 407-073
DEVEAU, RICHARD T & ANNE S P 402-082
DEVLIN, MICHEAL 407-011
DICKINSON, RICHARDS ALICE 201-011
DIETER, RICHARD & CATHERINE 402-066
DIGERONIMO, MARCELLO & LUCIANO 402-041
DIGERONIMO, MARCELLO & LUCIANO 402-043
DIGERONIMO, MARCELLO & LUCIANO 402-045
DIGERONIMO, MARCELLO & LUCIANO 402-046
DIGERONIMO, MARCELLO & LUCIANO 402-047
DILELLO, CATHERYN 405-049
DOREY, CHRISTOPHER 414-024
D'ORIO, FRANKS DORIS 405-117
DOUBLEDAY, AIRIAL 408-049
DREW, B J & MARGARET 405-093
DREW, RICHARD & ALICIA 412-036
DREW, RICHARD & ALICIA 412-041
DUNN, THOMAS & JUNE 402-025
DUPUIS, ARTHUR A 202-047
DUPUIS, SYBIL 405-019
DUPUIS, SYBIL 405-026
DUTTON, FRANCIS P & DEBORA 408-028
DZAKONSKI, JOSEPH & FLORENCE 410-028
EISMONT, ROSTISLAV & JEAN 409-021
EISMONT, ROSTISLAV & JEAN 409-026
EISMONT, ROSTISLAV & JEAN 409-027
ELLIS, ROBERT H 414-011
FAIRBANKS, ORVIS & DONNA 406-001
FALL, WILLIAM 412-018
FALLS BROOK TRUST 401-003
FALLS BROOK TRUST 401-004
FALLS BROOK TRUST 401-005
FALLS BROOK TRUST 402-044
FALLS BROOK TRUST 402-051
FALLS BROOK TRUST 405-1 07
FALLS BROOK TRUST 406-007
FARNUM JR., MICHAEL H& LYNN A 408-003
FEDOR, STEPHEN & ELIZABETH 405-043
FELEGARA, ROBERT & ELIZABETH 402-029
FERNADEZ, VICTOR & IDA 412-026
FETTA, CLAIRE & JAHNKE KLAUS 201-014
FILIPI.ARNIE& THERESA 407-070
FISH JR, O'NEIL & VIOLA 409-030











































































































































































































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS
FLANDERS. DANA A CAROL 405 119 5 1 58200 111310
•\D 406-021 3 i 4 '920 88330
IE B 412-034 95 100
FOOT: EB 412-035 35 380
FOOTE. GEORGE B J37 19 20
FOOTE GEORGE B 412-038 49 5640
FOOTE. GEORGE B 412-039 43 4520
FOOTE GEORGE B .140 61 6410
FOOTE GEORGES M2 06 60
FOOTE GEORGE B M3 66 70
FOOTE. GEORGE B 413-013 so 121000
FOOTE. GEORGE B 413-014 9 1 990
FOOTE. GEORGE B 414 010 152 42 269280
FOOTE. GEORGE B 413-007 86 9380
FORD. RICHARD 406-002 133 1110
FORTNER. SHAWNERY & SHANNON 405-124 1 1 50200 87650
FRANKS. JOHN WAYNE 407-031 2 09 52180 37650
FRANZEN. WILLIAM 412-007 50 41000 3200
FRYE ANTHONY & CATHERINE 409-004 59 59800 167530
FUSCO II. MARK ANTONY 409-052 88 42840 54510
GAJEWSKI. JAMES & LAURA 412-024 89 60580 4390
GALLAGHER. GEORGE C 409-093 6 60000 6770
GALLAGHER. STEVEN & DIANA 201-028 4 56000 160840
GALLOWAY. THOMAS A 410-005 106 35680
GARONE MARSHAL 409-081 14 18300
GARONE. MARSHA L 409-082 55 50000 4050 42830
GARONE. MARSHA L 409-083 42 50000 3080 308250
GARONE. MARSHA L 409-099 41 3080
GEHLING. LESLIE T 202-035 073 44200 9030
GILLIS. SANDRA F 407-046 4.2 56400 81890
GILMAN. CHARLES 405-067 2 52000 135220
GOLDBERG. FRED 410-021 17.62 67120 128450
GOODELL, BOYD & PAMELA 409-097 30.8 50400 360 123460
GOODELL. FREDA & GILBERT 401-001 17 1260
GOODELL. FREDA & GILBERT 401-002 74 6820
GOODELL, FREDA & GILBERT 402-050 334 52000 25830 257640
GOODNOW. LLOYD & KATHY 414-022 5.3 58600 264220
GOODNOW. LLOYD P&CHRISTOPHER 414-023 22.6 52000 3500 85020
GOTT. ERIC R & ANDREA D 409-034 0.37 32400 65490
GOURLEY. JAMES & SANDRA 405-116 75 5950
GOUWS, LINDA 402-017 44 56800 119340
GRAMUGLIA. JOHN C 407-051 3.4 54800 41030
GRASHOW. GARY 407-018 13.9 1390
GRAVES, DAVID & JUDITH 408-033 54.09 55600 5720 314530
GRAVES, DAVID & JUDITH 408-034 5.18 54440 164350
GRAVES, DAVID & JUDITH 408-038 5.4 54400 1850
GREENFIELD CO 405-008 159 76200
GREENFIELD CO 405-009 28 4760
GREENFIELD CO 405-010 27 4590
GREENFIELD CO 405-011 25 4250
GREENSPAN, DANIEL & MILI BEREIO 406-019 4.1 56200 70530
GUNNERSON, DARREN 405-097 5.3 53600 165620
GURIAN, DIXIE 402-020 117 66000 16850 116340
GUSTAFSON, MICHAEL & PATTY 411-010 5.4 56280 1 1 1 760
H+H INVESTMENTS LLC 410-013 36 5610



























































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS
405-114 2.6 40700 16320
405-115 4.1 4100
405-070 3 54000 65790
404-042 36 540
404-043 6.5 890
404-044 9.3 50000 120 116790
404-021 12.2 750
404-041 40 5090
412-028 6.56 61120 142360
407-033 1.42 50700 89110
202-018 0.09 88000 22170
407-094 42 112200
412-008 15.8 45960 1080
407-065 3.1 54200 88540
410-019 5.13 58260 79280
405-064 0.91 43380 77050
408-053 5.3 58600 219000
408-065 4.3 56600 106660
201-037 1.2 50400 27860
201-065 5.3 58600 142630
405-081 2.04 52080 113260
202-037 4 56000 88770
202-020 0.17 103000 33460












411-009 5.9 58180 120670




411-030 5.5 54500 80600
414-019 6.24 1010
414-020 6.58 61100 490 209410
402-031 5 58000 178400













HADLEY, DANIEL & JUDITH
HADLEY, DANIEL & JUDITH
HAGAR JR, BARBARA & ARTHUR
HALLAS, HENRY & LOUISE
HALLAS, HENRY & LOUISE





HAMAN, MICHAEL & LAUREN S. REESE
HAMILTON, CURTIS T. & SHEILA A.
HAMM, GEORGE & VERENA
HAMMOND, ROMIE & BEATRICE ET AL
HANSON, KATHLEEN & RICHARD ROSE
HARRINGTON, STEVE & SUSAN
HARRIS, ARTHUR & PATRICIA
HART, KENNETH G
HARVEY, ALAN
HASKINS, TERENCE & REBECCA
HASTINGS, RANDY A & BARBARA M
HAUGHT, ROBERT & ANNA
HAVERSAT, ERIC J & PATRICIA J












HEISE II, ROY & JENNIFER
HEISE, ROY & SHIRLEY
HEISE, ROY & SHIRLEY
HEISE, ROY & SHIRLEY
HENNESSEY, FRANK
HERLIHY, DAVID M. & CARRIE A.
i 1ERMAN, KENNETH & MELISSA
j
IERMAN, KENNETH & MELISSA
J
IERRON, JOHN M & LINDA S
IILL JR, ROY & MELISSA; HILL LYLE N.
HILL, DAVID & PATRICIA
ILL, DAVID & PATRICIA
ILL, DAVID & PATRICIA
ILL, JONATHAN
ILL, JONATHAN & JENNIE LU
ILL, JONATHAN & JENNIE LU
ILL, JONATHAN & JENNIE LU
ILL, JONATHAN & JENNIE LU
ILL, JONATHAN & JENNIE LU
ILL, JONATHAN & JENNIE LU


























































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME
HILL. MARK
HILL. REBECCA & JENNIE LU
HILL. REBECCA & JENNIE LU
HILL. REBECCA & JENNIE LU




HILLOCK. WILLIAM & SHERI A REYNOL
HOAR ALEXANDER
HOBBS. EDWARD
HODGMAN. JOSEPH & STEFANIE I PRIE











HULETT. GERALD & MARGUERITE
HUMPHREY. MICHAEL B
HURLEY. DENISE A
HUSTON. DENNIS M & EVELYN B
HYBELS. DERK
HYBELS. DERK
IMON. WAYNE & FRANCES




JARVIS. DONALD & ARLENE













KELLY ELIZABETH A & DAVID W
KELLY ROBERT & REBEKKA MCCARTh
KIBLER. LEWIS F REVOCABLE TRUST
KIBLER, LEWIS F REVOCABLE TRUST
KIBLER. LEWIS F REVOCABLE TRUST
KIBLER. LEWIS F REVOCABLE TRUST
KIMBALL. PETER
KNOWLTON, PAUL & MARIE
MAP & LOT ACRES l ANP C/U BUILDINGS
410 039 8 4 60480 500
409 Q 38 750
409-073 84 46800 7310
409-074 67 2320
407-081 7 56000 128370
J58 55 420
409 G 32 8 2890
409-029 i 6 51200 95090
4 10 018 5 49 58980 101960
412-011 90 27000 11140
402-083 33 3520
410055 3 1 54200 46840
402-065 3 26 54520 178060
407-001 36 3150
408-093 35 52000 3040 142430
408-094 158 50000 14450 176760
408-095 24 20
411-031 62 60400 58860
402-076 24 74 75000 3770 319140
408-089 053 36200 81040
412-045 169 5410
412-057 90 88580 2530 149430
408-076 16 95630 145820
410-056 7.3 62600 139720
202-036 13 50600 52510
407-091 4.7 57400 144360
405-096 79 63800 301190
403-013 36 3690
403-014 39 39000 6830
402-070 3.28 54560 209990
412-030 332 54640 287800
201-041 42 53200 210
202-042 15 15000
405-077 6.09 72680 88270
405-076 7.7 88400 69170
201-049 3 54000 85030
402-012 30 10200
409-055 5.06 58120 46070
408-019 0.96 41820 1430
408-020 48 57600 133550
408-067 3.1 54200 145940
201-020 3 54000 104480
405-004 1.6 51200 111920
410-036 104 51000 1030 74540
414-033 5.03 58060 134050
201-066 6.2 60400 107580
405-036 051 25800
414-037 72 4240
408-039 51 8 1 1 5000 2460 8680

































































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS
408-044 2.4 52800 86760
412-001 38 87000 120980
412-001-01 0.57 1010
408-008 5.2 58400 77670
201-010 1.2 50400 102840
410-017 1.3 50600 45720
412-021 1 50000 37380
405-098 5.2 58400 115040
409-014 3.48 54960 180600
410-023 62.4 75000 6090 233540
407-066 4.65 55480 95570
408-041 3.2 54400 112920
402-079 3.08 54160 107620
402-060 4.04 56080
402-061 3.19 54380 128020
410-048 8.1 60420 104890
411-028 60 55600 3240 21820
409-049 5 70500 80590
409-025 0.57 37800 117870
409-085 17 78400 160570
409-088 1.1.4 65400
409-098 83 1 72500 144280
409-024 3.8 55600 117040
202-041 48.1 730
411-037 3.1 54200 99640
409-068 14.11 52000 350 144400
407-041 3 54000 109920
408-024 7.9 44400
408-043 2.1 52200 95410
410-053 5 58000 93700
202-026 1.2 50400
202-048 2.9 53800 70730
202-049 11.9 50000 1420 3680
407-044 7.6 63200 92600
407-049 5.2 58400 115480
409-100 1.8 51600 52520
405-130 10.3 69160 111460
402-018 4.5 57000 106410
410-026 3.13 54260
408-045 3.2 54400 125440
409-096 46 7820
409-089 27.5 4480
409-092 9 66000 139110
411-038 1.5 51000 77970
411-039 19 51000 1990
405-053 1.1 50200 125220
402-078 97.7 50000 5600 79770
407-014 3.62 55240 121950
410-058 60 6280
414-007 1.4 35080
407-047 4.7 57400 157870
407-059 33.5 106000 106190
408-005 6.4 60800 187520
408-072 3.2 66240 18620
407-038 24 52800 106580
410-042 20 74600 70520
TOTAL VALUATION
KNOWLTON, PAUL & MARIE
KOZLOWSKI, JOSEPH & MARILYN
KOZLOWSKI, JOSEPH & MARILYN
KROLL, CHARLES & MADELINE
KRUSE, KIP R
LABBE, LINDA
LABELLE, GROVER & JEFFREY REESE
LACLAIR II, RUSSELL & LISA
LADYGA, ANDREW & ELICIA M BOONE
LAITINEN, JAMES & ELAINE
LALIBERTE, CATHERINE
LANCEY, CALVIN & LISA
LANG, LUANNE
LANTZ, WILLIAM M & SUSAN L
LANTZ, WILLIAM M & SUSAN L
LAPLANTE, EDMOND JR.
LAPLUME, RUSSEL J & JUDITH M
LAUGHNER, PAUL
LAVOIE, THOMAS R.
LAY, MICHAEL & ELIZEBETH
LAY, MICHAEL & ELIZEBETH
LAY, MICHAEL & ELIZEBETH
LAYMAN, CHRISTINE
LEE, MARTIN R & MARCIA E
LEE, MARTIN R & MARCIA E
LEGGEE MASON PERRY
LEONARD, GEORGE F & PHYLLIS P
LESCYNSKI, HENRY & NANCY LIV. TRU
LESCYNSKI, HENRY & NANCY LIV. TRU





LEWIS, JAMES SR & CHARLOTTE
LEWIS, JAMES T & NICOLE L
LIIMATAINEN, OIVA & ELEANOR
LIVINGSTON, KATHY
LOUNDER, ELIZABETH A
LOVE, GRANT & DANIELLE
LUCEY ETAL, JAMES R
LUCEY, JAMES & ROBERTA
LUCEY, JAMES & ROBERTA
-UTZ, LEIGHTON A & MELISSA J
_UTZ, LEIGHTON A & MELISSA J
MAAS, JAMES & STEPHANIE
MACLEOD, NORMAN
^ACNEIL, DEBORAH
•MDEN, SUZANNE & PHIL, CO WOLF Ih
dAIER, EUGENE































































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
\>ER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND C/U BUILDINGS
412-047 38 55600 118120
48 3 1 54200 123210
407-084 364 55280 112850
410-051 IS 50000 1610 346760
405052 05 35000 73600
202-034 61 39400 89420
405-084 35 7230
402-014 15 52000 5530
405-082 1 50000
405-083 35 50000 5180 107840
409-011 63 60600 82700
405-078 17 75000 6020 3100
407-056 35 55000 71280
407-077 6 67 34200
414-034 25 87200 23330
408-071 5 510
405-046 25 53000
408-068 2 52000 12140
408-017 22 52400 71720
408-079 15 51000 138030
403-011 16 67940 119420
403-028 17 51400
409-015 4 14 56280 227360
402-080 3.57 55140 117480
406-013 105 16700
408-057 31.6 50000 880 168590
201-001 28 53000 3250 212830
405-016 0.07 84000 31340
405-127 42 56400 118330
411-011 5.7 56340 111330
408-047 5.3 58600 97520
410-049 7.3 60800 122640
414-029 1.4 50800 87470
402-042 14 16800 49780
402-063 0.63 8850
409-013 3.09 54180 233470
403-023 7.3 610
403-024 3.5 50000 180 194840
202-019 0.14 98000 24690
409-069 1.1 50200 125130
409-090 3 54000 103640
405-051 2.7 53400 150490
412-061 1.6 51200
407-093 2.5 53000 60800
405-066 4.3 56600
405-125 0.53 36200 75950
201-013 2.7 53400 57500
201-017 17 74500
415-014 43 54000 4830 176780
402-035 3.23 54460 154470
414-018 5.1 56220 106660
414-002 5 58000 40660
407-098 5.6 59200 123640
413-011 142 11500
413-012 0.28 20
410-038 5.8 59600 114090
TOTAL VALUATION
MARGANP B CATHERINE
MARGAND GERALD 4 CATHF -
MARINELLO. ROBERT & TK




MARTIN JR EDWARD & EUNICE
MARTIN JR. EDWARD & EUNICE
MARTIN JR. EDWARD & EUNICE
MARTIN. DAVID L
MARTIN. EDWARD
MARTIN. J WESLEY & SARAH BOCKUS




MASON. ELEANA R. & DONNA L
MASSI. DAVID
MASTROGIOVANNI. PAUL & ROBERTA
MATTSON. ELEANOR
MATTSON. ELEANOR
MAUPIN. DONALD R & MELISSA D
MCADAMS. TIMOTHY
MCCAFFREY. WILLIAM & MARGOT
MCCARTHY. RICHARD & ELIZABETH
MCCAUL. ED & HEATHER R CANFIELD
MCCOBB. RALPH & DOREEN
MCDERMOTT. DANIEL H













MEDIA ONE TWE HOLDINGS INC
MENTER. JOHN & SHEILA
MERRIFIELD. FRANCIS & VELMA
MERRIFIELD. FRANCIS & VELMA
MERRIFIELD, JERALD & SUSAN
MERRIFIELD. JERALD & SUSAN
MERWIN. AUGUSTUS & ELEANOR
MESZAROS. FRANK & MARIANE
MILLS, JERRY & SHARON
MINER. SUSAN, CO SUSAN MANN
MODEEN. MARK & CYNTHIA
MONADNOCK TRUST
MONADNOCK TRUST


























































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS
407-029 29 3180




402-028 2.5 53000 116270
405-079 6 66250 122670
201-027 1.2 50400 165010
412-059 18.4 52000 1380 129990
412-052 4.7 28700
409-002 5.6 59200 114910
201-033 0.83 46600 100600
404-037 21 68000 2610 265530
404-046 8.6 1370 9360
412-027 3.61 55220 112860
404-040 1.6 51200 1 50900
402-074 3.05 54100 163340
407-060 5.9 59800 113160
411-033 9.7 64340 122890
406-003 14.6 1230
402-075 3.03 54060 130880
402-069 3.06 54120 195050
407-021 16 54400 1750 231440
410-027 3.17 54340 151750
408-058 4.5
409-008 3.7
409-056 21 58400 1230 126670




405-092 12.6 73200 157290
412-004 186 61800 15590 1 36020
407-002 17 880
402-059 4.35 56700 128180
410-022 2.28 52560 40650
407-069 5.05 58100 148300
407-080 1.7 51400 89720
410-029 25 42900 2070
410-030 56 52760 4700 77610





201-063 5.3 58600 88910
408-016 38 1410






404-030 5.2 58400 68330








MORIARTY, CORNELIUS & ELAINE
MORIN, LUDGER & THERESA
MORRIS ETAL, STEVEN R
MORRIS, PAUL & SANDRA
MORSE, ELMER
MORTON, JOHN C
MOUNTFORD III, JAMES & HEATHER
MUELLER, DONALD & SUZANNE
MUELLER, DONALD & SUZANNE
MULKERN, JOSEPH P. II,
MURDOCK, DONALD & SHELLEY
NEARING, KIMBERLY
NETTLETON, MARK & HILARY
NEWELL, ANTONY L & SAMANTHE
O'BRIEN, MICHAEL & EDWARD
O'BRIEN, MICHAEL & PAMELA
O'BRIEN, ROBERT & LAURIE
OLNEY, DANIEL T & CAROLYN M
O'RORKE, HUGH & TERESA LIV. TRUS1
OWNER OF LOTS 408-49-54
OWNERS OF LOTS 409-2-7





PAGE, STANLEY G & MARY E
PANZER, RANDY & BRIDGET
PAPPAS, ET AL, JAMES M













PEARSALL, WILLIAM & ELIZABETH
PECK, JOHN
PEIRCE CHESTER D, TRUSTEE
PEIRCE TRUSTEE, CHESTER D
PEIRCE TRUSTEE, CHESTER D
PEIRCE TRUSTEE, CHESTER D
PELKEY, ROYCE L & LORI A
PELLETIER, LEA T


































































PLITT. ALLAN T S JEAN I
POGORZELSM EVELYN S STANLEY
POGORZELSW. EVELYN & STANLEY
IE MICHEL 4 HUGUETTE
NTON& CATHERINE C










PURRINGTON. S CORI L CASSIDY.
PURSELL. DEAN & ELIZABETH










RAMSDEN. DAVID & PHYLLIS
RAMSDEN. DAVID & PHYLLIS
RANDALL. JOHN & MARGARET
RANDALL, JOHN & MARGARET
RANDALL. JOHN & MARGARET
RANDALL. JOHN & MARGARET
RANDALL. RODNEY & DALE
RANDALL. RODNEY & DALE
RANDALL. RODNEY & DALE
RANDALL, RODNEY & DALE
RANDALL. RODNEY & DALE
RASHID. SIKANDER & DARCEY S KELT
RAYMOND. RONALD B
REICHERT. FRANCIS
REMICK. ET AL, MATTHEW F
REPPUCCI, DANIEL & NORMA
REYNOLDS. HARRY & KATHRYN
RICE, FRANKS WINIFRED
RICHARDSON. BAR. HULL TRUSTEE
RICHARDSON. LAURENCE
RICHARDSON, ROBERT
MAP & LOT ACRES LAND C/U BUILDINGS TOTAL VALUATION
41 1-019 23 83200 132550 215750
414 014 3.4 54800 18680 73480
402-036 41 28 56000 3730 154950 214680
414-012 6 57 61140 105610 166750
201-039 74 600 600
201-040 8 1 660 660
414 031 65 54000 50 170430 224480
414-032 B.3 120 120
407-050 32 49400 49400
407-003 14 7 54000 790 1 1 5490 170280
407-010 132 1110 1110
408-061 11 2 50000 1780 344570 396350
403-022 40 3620 3620
405-104 46 3090 3090
405-086 45 50000 5630 178590 234220
405-088 37 4740 4740
408-040 69 61800 93710 155510
407-085 6 16 60320 159570 219890
404-034 41 41000 41000
405-040 24 24000 24000
405-075 15 15000 15000
405-087 48 48000 48000
410-044 154 73400 73400
407-097 12.1 52200 1020 79820 133040
407-067 449 56980 120060 177040
202-002 0.11 39600 15350 54950
201-059 08
415-009 21 9 86400 143670 230070
409-064 21 3400 3400
409-065 1.5 510 510
409-066 79 2270 2270
409-075 5.1 150 150
409-076 0.54 50 50
409-077 14.4 52000 480 440 52920
409-078 14.2 1130 1130
405-002 15.72 60550 1370 177270 239190
405-003 16.31 1520 1520
405-100 37 940 940
405-109 150 11700 11700
405-110 12.6 61720 138290 200010
405-111 2.5 430 430
405-007 1 50000 119490 169490
405-012 10 330 330
405-037 13.8 450 450
405-065 26.2 680 680
408-069 2 64500 74640 139140
414-004 6 60000 145260 205260
415-010 30 51000 3580 197670 252250
410-008 7.1 62200 30170 92370
411-036 3.22 54440 172770 227210
408-012 3.06 54120 96620 150740
407-045 3.5 55000 55000
201-046 4.1 56200 65590 121790
407-058 25 53000 143070 196070
407-048 7.6 60700 57760 1 1 8460
412-010 25.6 1560 1560
06.
TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND C/U BUILDINGS
RICHMOND COMMUNITY CHURCH, CO 201-009 1.4 50800
RICHMOND COMMUNITY CHURCH, CO 201-029 0.31 31200 176600
RICHMOND COUNTRY STORE LLC 201-056 0.82 46400 133830
RICHMOND COUNTRY STORE LLC 201-057 0.04 600
RICHMOND REALTY TRUST 401-008 63 8070
RICHMOND REALTY TRUST 412-058 47 4330
ROBBINS REVOC TRUST, DOROTHY 408-081 1 50000 63600
ROBBINS, LOUISE M 405-055 6.2 60400 116010
ROBINSON, ALLEN & MARCIA 407-022 3.5 55000 68180
ROBINSON, ALLEN & MARCIA 407-023 0.15 300
RODD, EUNICE 402-013 2.5 28000 4920
RODD, EUNICE 405-048 4 56000 196720
ROGERS, JAMES 414-008 12.5 62200 102450
ROGERS, STILLMAN & BARBARA 402-021 7.3 62600 132940
ROKES, TROY & MICHELLE CASTOR 408-064 3.1 54200 108530
ROMANO, GERALD & CATHERINE 201-048 3.5 55000
ROTAAN INC 405-121 11 70000 5880
ROYCEJR, JOHN J 409-101 6.6 61200 150090
ROYCE, DOUG & MARIA T ELIOPPULAS 407-090 4.4 56800 92220
ROYCE, RAYMOND & SHERRY 408-004 6.1 60200 117630
RULE, JOHN & LINDA 402-077 6.2 60400 88800
RUPPRECHT, JUDITH RIZZO 405-071 18 2930
RYAN, ROSEMARY & KARIN 406-023 5.4 39400
S & M FOREST TRUST 410-004 120 7400
S&M FOREST TRUST 415-001 30 1820
S&M FOREST TRUST 415-002 44 2640
S&M FOREST TRUST 415-003 277 17070
SALETT, TRUSTEE, STANLEY J 407-037 1.9 51800
SANDRI TRUST, ACILIO R 404-001 39 2620
SANDRI TRUST, ACILIO R 404-006 11.8 790
SANDRI TRUST, ACILIO R 404-009 26 2390
SANDRI TRUST, ACILIO R 404-010 96 6450
SANDRI TRUST, ACILIO R 404-013 39 2620
SANDRI TRUST, ACILIO R 404-014 19 1280
SANDRI TRUST, ACILIO R 409-050 66 4430
SANDRI TRUST, ACILIO R 409-057 144 9680
SANDRI, ACILIO 403-009 31 5270
SANDRI, ACILIO 403-010 78 10940
SANDRI, ACILIO 403-012 56 9520
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-002 40 5480
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-003 218.9 20540
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-004 16 2190
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-007 65 2250
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-008 18 520
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-015 58 2370
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-016 88 3110
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-017 13.8 590
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-018 50 1880
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-019 79.7 7260
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-020 113 13040
SANDRI, ACILIO 404-022 16 1340
SCANLON, TIMOTHY & LORI 201-067 36 70000 3690 160140
SCHMIDT, ALAN & LINDA 405-080 3.1 54200 151910
SCHMIDT, JASON & LOREAL 407-019 3.07 54130 174350
SCHOENEBERGER, MICHAEL 406-008 90 15300



























































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
\>ER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES I ANP c/u BUILDINGS
409 1
9
17 55 66 1 00 1090 108460
001 5.21 58420 163120
407-028 3 i 54200 41980
407-034 1 64 51140 47170
408-021 5 7 54540 97380
201-007 8 1 64200 287420
403-015 75 6070
403-016 25 8 2110
305 92 10800 3200
408 084 23 2300
405-044 21 50000 570 52620
405-056 89 120
411-029 55 59000 65550
412-060 4 78 57560 89250
407-043 36 55200
402-026 5 48 58960 127320
408-085 83 106400 43260
409-038 4 41 56820 116450
405-126 4 53500 84580
406-014 36 3020
406-015 36 3020
414-005 6.86 58370 125170
409-084 44 2070
409-086 250 7870
405-054 1.3 50600 123850


































SEE* .VALTER & LOUISE
ML 4TECRELLIN. MUR>
SHANN. THOMAS P & REBBECA L













SMITH. ALAN & CECILIA
"HE. SHERR>
SMYTHE SHERRY
SNOW. WAYNE & SHERRY
SOC FOR PROTECTION NH FORESTS
SOC FOR PROTECTION NH FORESTS
SONNTAG. MARK P & AMY L























ST BENEDICT CENTER. INC
STACHOWICZ. THEODORE & JANE
STANGE. CONRAD
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STAUBLE. ERIC
























































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS
B 408-066 85.7 5520
407-054 2.2 52400
405-085 6.7 73900 84650
407-055 2.9 53800 86310
201-006 5.14 58280 142070
402-016 4.1 56200 102410







408-086 19.3 80660 112020
201-025 7 62000 95940
402-015 2.7 53400 74670
411-040 60 6190
411-041 35 3580
411-043 33 51000 3220 41310
409-001 10.5 67200 105370




405-113 4.2 56400 248880
412-033 7.97 63940 197600
415-011 22 2190
415-012 30 75450 1500 108620
408-031 15.3 52260 430 1610
202-033 3.8 55600 100760
405-112 10.8 50000 1470 201050
408-062 9.5 55400 580 200940
408-063 5.2 830
407-095 25.4 50800 3540 125740
407-096 33.7 41000 1310
404-031 4 56000 115810
407-016 43 94000 1560 86690
407-036 1.24 47870 41800
408-026 25.33 1110
408-027 5.17 54000 300 91960
410-037 8.2 64400 122820
406-018 1.3 13100
406-022 2.1 52200 104070
411-025 7.8 3900
409-037 3.37 54740 131220
408-025 29.4 91680 276580
409-080 10.4 68800 129940
407-068 16.06 80120 175840
412-012 75 9390





201-038 0.86 47200 2670
201-051 5 56200
201-052 0.65 37000
201-053 0.23 27600 77060
TOTAL VALUATION
STINSON FAMILY TRUST.CO MARY O'
STONE ET AL, ROBERT J
STONE, HELEN
STONE, ROBERT & JUDITH
STRELITZ, PAMELA
STRELITZ, PAMELA
SULJR, EDWARD & JUDY





SWANSON JR, JAMES & SAMANTHA




SWANSON, TIMOTHY O & JULIE R




SZCZGIEL, & GAYLE, PHILIP
TAGUE JR, THOMAS J & JUDITH A
TANDY REVOC TRUST, NE & JC
TANDY REVOC TRUST, NE & JC
TANNER, DAROLD
TARBOX, ROBERT C & CHERYL A
TATTERSALL, JONATHAN
TAYLOR, DANA & MARY
TAYLOR, DANA & MARY
TAYLOR, JEFFREY
TAYLOR, JEFFREY
THAYER, CHRISTOPHER T & TINA P
THIBODEAU, JOSEPH & NORMA
THIBODEAU, JOSEPH & NORMA
TIETGENS, CHRISTIAN
TIETGENS, CHRISTIAN
TOEGEL, DANIEL R & MARTHA J
TOKUNAGA, ANNETTE
TOKUNAGA, ANNETTE
TOLMAN, BERNARD & EVELYN
TOMER, ANTHONY J & JENNIFER L
TONWEBER, JOSEPH & PATRICIA
TORREY, SHAUN & LISA



































































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
>>ER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND C/U BUILDINGS
201-054 1 50000 232300
201-055 65 41000 49310












408-050 1 18 50260 700
408-051 35 32180 150000
408-052 007 4200
409-031 044 14690















410-010 5.3 58600 121050
412-022 6.2 60400 113090
409-007 10.4 60880 176430




405-122 0.72 43800 75150
407-078 75 7520
408-054 5.5 59000 156340
405-039 38 52200 2110 38310
405-041 7.3 460
401-006 190.5 14860





410-041 12.05 70210 110100
407-061 1.2 12900
407-062 3.03 54060 125220
407-092 2.5 53000 197390
408-080 14.3 54000 1840 120440
TOTAL VALUATION
\ /• a ^HMOND
" ND
VN CX R CHMOND
TOWN OF RICHMOND
IH 01 R CHMOND
. • RICHMOND
TOWN OF RICHMOND

























TRAEGER. SCOTT & LISA
TRAVERSE. JOHN W & DONNA L
TROUGHTON. ROBERTA L
TRUDEAU, ROBERT & ROBIN L





URQUHART, DAVID L & MARIE C
VAN BROCKLIN, HUGH & ALLISON
VAN BROCKLIN, ROBERT & SYLVIA








'ETRE. FRANCIS & PATRICIA
VETRE, FRANCIS & PATRICIA





















































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND C/U BUILDINGS TOTAL VALUATION
WALTON, ALTHEA VOLLAND LIVING TF 407-032
WARNER, BRIAN W & MARILYN T 201-050
WATSON, DEBORAH L 202-044
WATT, ALLISON 408-002
WATT, WILLIAM & ALLISON 408-001
WATT, WILLIAM & ALLISON 408-01
3
WATT, WILLIAM & ALLISON 408-014
WDK REALTY TRUST 402-049
WEBB, DONNA 402-073




WEINSTEIN.MARTIN J. TRUST 409-032
WEISEL, DAVID E 405-047
WERLE, ELSPETH I 402-007
WERLE, ELSPETH I 402-008
WERLE, ELSPETH I 402-009
WERLE, ELSPETH I 402-010
WESTERDAHL, STEVEN W 402-037
WESTOVER, DANA 409-095
WESTOVER, DANA & NANCY ASKIN 409-091
WHARTON III, ROBERT 405-068
WHARTON III, ROBERT 405-069




WHITE, RUSSELL & JUDITH 406-004
WHITE, RUSSELL & JUDITH 409-043
WHITHAM, WALDEN & KATHLEEN 412-017
WHITNEY, RICHARD 405-038
WHITNEY, ROBERT & DAWN 408-070
WHITTEN, RANDY W 403-005
WHITTUM, LEWIS & KATHLEEN 405-072
WILCOX, JEANETTE M 410-043
WILDERMUTH, DWIGHT A & JOANNE L 410-054




WILSON, PENELOPE TRUST 402-023
WILSON, PENELOPE TRUST 402-024
WOJCIECHOWSKI, GENE & BARBARA 402-062
WOJCIECHOWSKI, GENE & BARBARA 402-071
WOLF CREEK INVESTMENTS 403-002
WOLF CREEK INVESTMENTS 403-003
WOLF CREEK INVESTMENTS 403-008
WOLF CREEK INVESTMENTS 410-052
WOLF CREEK INVESTMENTS 410-059
WOODWARD, NORMAN E REVOCABLE 405-091
WOODWARD.NORMAN 1999 REVOC TF 405-090
WROBLESKI, WILLIAM & CHRISTINE 410-020
WROBLESKI, WILLIAM S & CHRISTINE 1410-057
YALE UNIVERSITY, C/O DIR SCHL 404-024

















































































































































































































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
TAXPAYER NAME MAP & LOT ACRES LAND c/u BUILDINGS
404 027 23 3 2960
404 028 42 2 2600
087 906 5870
405013 33 286000 425900
201021 107 10700






202-006 11 3 22600
202-007 2 7 3600





202-022 8 1 185500
202-023 088 4400
















> ALE UNIVERSITY. CAD DIR SCHL
YMCA AV
YMCA. CHESHIRE COUNTY

































































Selectmen meet Mondays at 7:00 p.m. at the I own Hall
Secretary's Hours. Mon. 4 p.m.- 1 ) p.m.; Wed. 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m.;
l'ri.
l
) a.m. -3:30 p.m.
rown Clerk 239-6202
Hours Mon. 9 a.m.- 12 p.m.. 1 p.m. -4 p.m., 6 p.m. -8p.m.;
lues. 9 a.m.- 12 p.m.;
Wed. 9 a.m.- 12 p.m.; 1 p.m. -4 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m.- 12 p.m.
rax Collector 239-6106






Tuesdays of each month at CD Building 7:30 p.m.
Library 239-6164
Hours: Tues. 4:30 p.m. -8 p.m.; Thurs. 4:30 p.m. -7 p.m.;
Sat. 9 a.m.-l p.m.
Winchester Transfer Station & Recycling Facility
Hours: Tues. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thurs. 8 a.m. -7 p.m.;
Sat. 8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Town Website (under construction): www.richmondnh.us
Forest Fire Warden/Fire Permits 239-4598
To Request Emergency Assistance Dial 91
1
Fire Department/Rescue (non emergency) 239-4466
Police Department (non emergency) 239-8630
